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Racers reach NCAA Tournament for third time in teur years
with 79-67 victory over Middle Tennessee
See story, column on page 8
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FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
VIENNA, Austria — Albania today faced a demand from
Italy to staunch the flow of
thousands of would-be emigrants, and another from a
Yugoslav republic to let citizens
flee. A day earlier, the Communist government ordered the
military to take control of the
main ports

STATE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson delivered a
harsh attack on his lieutenant
governor Thursday, calling Brereton Jones indecisive and afraid
to take a stand on any controversial issue.

SPORTS
SEVILLE, Spain — A relaxed Ben Johnson, only two
months into ,his comeback from
a drug suspension, surprised
everyone with the announcement that he will retire after the
1992 Olympic Games.

BUSINESS
UASIIINGTON — Consumer credit fell at a 4 percent
annual rate in January, the government reported. It was the
steepest plttrize in four years as
the twin traumas of recession
and war curbed personal
spending.

FORECAST
Becoming partly cloudy
tonight. Lows near 30. Light
variable 'wind. A 30 percent
chance of morning snow showers Saturday. Becoming partly
sunny in the afternoon. Highs 45
to 50.
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Soldiers from the 101st headed home
"They are weather-beaten, hard,
lean and desert tough." Peay said
from somewhere in Iraq during a
FORT CAMBPBELL. Ky. — telephone news conference with
About 900 soldiers from the 101st reporters gathered at the base on
Airborne (Air Assault) sent to the te -Tonne,ce-Kentucky border.
About 575 members of the 5th
Persian Gulf war will be home this
weekend, their commanding gener- Special Forces Group (Airborne)
and the 101st Division's 2nd Brial announced Thursday.
And Maj. Gen. J. H. Binford gade will bqin -arriving Friday
Peay III thinks the rest of 1.k night, Fort Campbell said in a news
4.8,000 troops from Fat Campbel7 release Thursday night.
About 9(X) soldiers from the Secwill be home within 10 weeks.
By VICKI BROWN

Associated Press Wntsr

ond Brigade should arrive Saturday, according to the release.
"They've written history,. had
their rendezvous with destiny."
Peay said of the _soldiers, who he
said had Performed with professionalism not only during the fourday ground war, but during the
months_ leading Up to combat.
Some elements of the 101st Airborne are still conducting_missions.
but he said he _could give no
details.

Support from the fans

Senate confirms Madigan
as USDA Secretary 99-0
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate. on a vote of 99-0. confirmed Edward Madigan as agriculture secretary on Thursday after
heaping nothing but praise upon a
longtime House colleague who
cited the woes of America's dairy
and wheat farmers as among the
pressing challenges of his new job.
Madigan. 55, an- Illinois Republican, watched the vote on television
in the office of Senate Republican
Leader Bob Dole of Kansas. Senators presented .him with a copy -ofthe unanimous roll call, which
missed only the name of absent
Republican Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina.
Eighteen years in Congress,.
including his current role as senior
Republican on the House Agriculture Committee, and a gracious.
compromising manner made Madigan's road to confirmation silky
smooth.
"He is a class, quality person,"
said Sen. Paul Simon, D-111.
"Ed Madigan has done more
than almost any other member of
Congress to bring about American
farm policy responsive to changing
world markets," said Sen. Richard

During reconnaissance missions
Peay talked about the ground
before the assault began. Peay said
assault, saying the biggest surprise
was that everything moved faster
the 101st captured an entire battathan expected.
lion of Iraqi soldiers.
"1 thought our operation woull'a_ Be.said early moves to set up air
be much more difficult than it was.
defense sites behind enemy lines
It was markedby short fights, five
were made more difficult by fog
to 15 minutes at a time, and then
and added that at one point operasilt:render," he said.
tions were shut down completely
But he said he was proud of the
by sandstorms. ._
assault, which ''rolled up the
But he said that during the first
fourth largest arm in the world"
in four days.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lugar, Rind.
"With hs experience and outstanding leadership qualities he
will be . a very positive and Constructive force." said Sen. Thad
Cochran, R-Miss.
Madigan will replace Clayton
Yeutter. who. is taking charge of
the Republican National
Committee.
NI.i.d!iian. appeared before the
Senate Agriculture Committee this
week and pledged to be "meaner
than -a. Junkyard dog" in helping
U.S.__ farrriers-•during international
trade negotiations.
.
He said the financial woes of
dairy and wheat farmers would be
among the, top issues he faces at
the AgrieUlture' Department.
Madigan, after the Senate vote.
said he would try to finish a
department study on the dairy issue
before it is technically due Aug. I,
-‘-‘) a consensus can be built
around its findings." Dairy prices
have fallen 20 percent in the last
six months.
On the wheat front, Madigan
said be would push for more foreign sales, especially in Kuwait.

Racer junior Ronald "Popeye" Jones celebrates with Racer fans after Murray clinched an NCAA -Tournament berth Thursday night. Jones was the ()VC Tournament MVP for the second straight year as Murray
State downed Middle Tennessee for the league title. See related story, column on page 8.
Staff photo by David Ramey

Employment Service office stays busy these days
Manpower. Job Service, Employment Service, Unetployment Office, or JTPA office — whatever you call it, the Kentucky Department for Employment Service (located at 1210
Johnson Boulevard) is one of the busiest places in Murray
these days.
The EmplOyment Service will serve anyone who comes into
the office, according to Mike Norris. unit coordinator. At present 150-200 people walk in the door on a day-to-day basis.

It isn't that Calloway County has that high a rate of unem- the door, regardless of where they are from. We feel that
ployed persons; rather, hundreds of people from out of the helps Murray employers, the community' and the state of
county are using the Murray office as well, Morris says, and Kentucky."
more local people have become aware of what the service
In the last year. hundreds who were visiting the city of
offers thern. - •
Murray or the lakes region -have come just-to talk about job
•
"Many applicants are coming to Murray because they know prospects in the Murray/ area, should they choose to relocate
we will. try to help them with all the services our office-can
give," Morris- said. "We try to help everyone Who comes in (Cont'd on page 2)
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LAKE LEVELS

New Old Glory

Mayfield company helped
forces in Persian Gulf

Kentucky Lake
354.2. -0.2 below 321.9, -1.6
Barkley Lake
354.6, -0.3 below 324.8, -1.2
.•

INDEX
One Section — 14 Pages
Classifieds
12. 13_
Comics
12
Crosswords
11
Dear Abby
11
Horoscope
11
Murray Today
4, 5
Obituaries
14
Perspective
3
Sports
8, 9
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Subscribers who ha%e not
receked their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 3.m'. to
12 noon Saturday.

Murray Fire Department Code Enforcement Officer Artie Ilaneline installs a new American flag on a pole
along 12th Street Thursday. The new flags — about 50 — will adorn the street in order to honor the
returning men and women who participated in Operation Desert Storm, according to Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry.

teers,'' Baker said.
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
"They said they had to have
Employees of General Tire gave up
their evenings and weekends to them right away, so we had to do
help fill a rush order from the U.S. something," said Kenneth Cherry,
a 25-year plant worker.
Army in the Persian Gulf.
"What makes me proud is they
It was placed by a general who
_telephoned General, one of many said this was the only tire holding
up over there." said Cherry, who is
suppliers to the military, and
requested 2,000 of the 136-pound 47. "I'm not knocking the competition, but it is something to be
Amen-Jumbo tires.
"They had severe problems with proud of."
Looking at a 39-inch high tire
the tires /blowing, and found the
best performance they were getting displayed under an American flag,
was from General tires," said Cherry said, "It's my little contriDavid Baker, manager of human bution to the war. I wish I could
have done more, but I guess I'm
resources.
"Within a few hours, we were too old."
A mural painted by Mark Ray,
cranking out more tires and shipping them directly to Saudi Arabi- who works in the plant's radial
department, decorates a wall
a," Baker said.
The Mayfield plant is the only behind the flag. "Mayfield's
General Tire facility capable of Amen-Jumbo, Best in the field.
making the tires, so Department Army wants more," it reads.
General is now processing an
623 worked 24 hours a day for
three weeks to fill the order well in order for an additional 1,000 tires.
advance of the beginning of the
Making the tires helped the
ground offensive late last month. entire plant, not just those directly
"We had to beat people off with
a stick, we had so many volun- (Cont'd on page 2)
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Office...

ants, employers, visitors to the community and to visiting on-the-job training programs
. Last year, the Murray office
prospective employers. "We are the hub of jobs, work prog- placed over 350 Calloway
countians in these programs.
(COnt'd from page 1)
rams. training programs. tax credit programs and informahere. People are now coming in from Kentucky, Tennessee,
tion," Morris explained. "We try to help anyway we can."
Illinois and Missouri. •
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
Last year Murray averaged one of the lowest unemployment
"We serve them all," Morris said. "Also, not all employAs well as jobs, training programs and labor market inforrates
of
counties
in
Kentuck
y
—
but
not
low
enough. Morris mation,
ment offices in all states, or even Kentucky, serve everyone
the Murray
— or so the applicants are telling us. We at Murray never feels. "Our goal is to have everyone working," he said. "We that is becoming Employment Service hal another function
more and more used by' thF people of Calloended
the
veai
Decembe
in
r
with
a 3.3 percent unemployment way
forget Calloway County, but we never. turnanyone away.
County as well as surrounding county' residents: a divirate.,
the
third-low
est
the
in
state.
I
would
like
to
think
that sion for unemplo
either," Morris explained.
yment insurance.
Murray is such a progressive town and the employers and low figure was. in part. because of our efforts."
More and more, the Murray' office is being used by' the
Most
of
the
industrie
s
in
Murray
take their applications and
community leaders are so receptive to newcomers that the
unemployed to file their unemployment insurance Claims.- For
response has grown almost month by month, according to use the services of the employment service in Murray. In some time, now
they can get the same service locally' instead
addition
,
hundreds
smaller
of
businesses use the office for
Morris.
recruitment or training programs or tax credits. Last year. the of going to Mayfield or Paducah.
"Still, at least a few times a week, we have people who do
office vouchered and certified applicants for tax credits for
OVER 650 GO TO WORK
not know they can file their claims in Murray instead of comCallowa
y
County
employe
which
rs
totalled over a quarter of a
Murray's numbers in the Employment Service Office for
muting to another county," said Paul Scott, Unemployment
the first two months of 1991 reflect some great accomplish- million dollars in tax credits for our employers. Morris said. Insurance Supervisor for
the Murray office. "We try to get the
"Regardl
ess of the Stat.s, we can't help. everybody the way_
MO's. They have referred9tel-itpplicartts--to4pbs-dering-the
Ali-ord out."
-theyWarit-tci
be
.
helped."
Morris
said. "We serve around
two-month period as cornpared to 198 applicants referred to
Last year, the Murray' office took 2,686'new claims, accordjobs by the Murray office over the same two months -tusually 15.000 people a year. Even though we try to place everyone ing to Scott.
in
jobs
or
training
or meet their unemployment needs, it is
the slowest two months of the year Tor the office) in 1990.
The Murray' office, which technically is an outreach office
The statistics for placing applicants in jobs is even more hard to keep everyone happy. Soil, there are a lot more suc- of the Mayfield center,
serves thousands of people each year
cess
stories than the others." he added.
remarkable, said Morris. ".Last year for the same two months
_
with a variety of services offered.
we placed 87 applicants in jobs. That was a good record for
There are five full-time state workers who do this massive
JTPA PROGRAMS
an outreach office,- he -said. "This year, for two months we
job
and provide this free service from the Commonwealth:
In
addition
to 'regular employment service referrals and
have placed 659 people in jobs through our office alone.
placements. the Murray office_ also handles the Jobs Training Elizabeth Bazzell, secretary for the
"Murray has no major new industry to reflect these kinds of
office; Matt Sheldon, an
Partnership Act (JTP.AJ programs wherAsurainAgzograms unemployment insurance examine
r: Robert Slone, JTPA internumbers." Mbrris added. "It is just that more employers are
for Callow
as....COU.nitatas..are--cc,r44fiett--and--iFirtniSactewer: Morris, and Scott.
......_
using the Employment
----Sal
program
s include in-school youth. summer you:h.
Together, they save had great success — and what success
most of Murray's indtisfries are going full force.dropout
preventi
on. LPN training, deckhand training, out o: goes through their office reflects upon the success of the
The Murray office does many things to serve both appliceco• school GED programs. dislocated workers. older workers, and nomy and of the work world in Murray,
Ky.

Mayfield...
_(Cont'd from page 1)
involved, feel a part of the 'war
efforLsaid Sherrill Garg.us, manager of Department 623.
"It really gave our people a
boost." he said, "and you can still
see it ... The patriotism was super.
We had people who would have
worked with no pay."
Frank Darnall, a 29-year plant
veteran, agreed. "It gave me a
good feeling knowing we were
doing something to help out." he
said. "I think everyone would have
done it for nothing, just to make
sure we got it done."
A General Tire official received
a thank-you letter last week.

"Your ability to turn on production and ramp-up output has been
truly remarkable in such a short
time frame," wrote Maj. Gen. Leo
J. Pigaty. commander of the U.S.
Army Tank-Automotive Command.
'Please let your employees
know' that their work and sense of
urgency continues to be crucial to
support our soldiers.'"
A spokesman for the Tank Automotive Command said General was one of several companies
asked to supply tires or, a rush
basis.
Because of the danger of possible terrorist attacks against ecuipmem suppliers,_Gencm T
kcpt
its Desert S:orm
..cs

I.

".:771ent

Par..
was held with the
Fire Marshal's
fire prevention
(l7 up
,k.ussion and
prob,„m-su;s.:-.4: were so applied
to tne meeting.

DAN McNUIT'

& McNutt

7534451

407 Maple

The Ineident .Command System
r, 7e applied on an as-needed
asis ,as a practical. realistic
approach to incident management.
Ideally. the ICS will be used during
s,hich require total cornall resources and large
adjacent resources

Chief Pat Scott and code
officer .Artie Haneline
a :h7ce_day staff meeting
4-6
'.h.e Rough Riser State

Life. Major Medical. Annuities,
Medicare Supplement. Nursing
Home. Home Health Care.

ilk
Purdom, Thurman

Fire Department has
a 12-hour course on
application.s.. of
.1r...ident Command System.
The course was held under,the
„1:7:'Or'. of Pat Trevathan. who is
the I.: •nafcky Vocational Technical
ELL-Iiion Coordinator for Region

Murray officers
attend meeting

ASK ME ABOUT

Co)

Firemen complete
ICS course training

Tip leads to arrest, 101st...
'd from page 1)
discovery of items . (Cont
day of longest air assault in

Fiscal Court sets
Tuesday meeting
The Callowiy County Fiscal
will meet Tuesday. March
2. at 1 pm. in the offices of
Judge-Executive George Weaks.
The offices are located on the first
floor of the Calloway County'
Courthouse.
.The meeting is general in nature
and open to the public.

SUPER SATURDAY

SALE

The power to overcome.

SATURDAY, MARCH 9 ONLY - 10 AM-9 PM
FOR WOMEN
30% OFF

ALL MEN'S SHORTS

30% OFF

25% OFF

ALL ESSENTIALS SPORT'! SEPARATES

ALL MEN'S SWIMWEAR

25% OFF

30% OFF ,

ALL LOUNGEWEAR

30% OFF

ALL FABRIC HANDBAGS & TOTES

ALL MEN'S JACKETS

25% C*F

Mayfield woman
hurt after struck
by car Wednesday
Margaret Evans, 55, of Mayfield.
was listed in serious condition
Thursday at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah after being struck be a car
Wednesday morning in Mayfield.
according. to...a .published .report.
Evans, who was attempting to
cross Walnut Street at the intersection of Walnut and 9th Street, waS
struck by a car driven by Lowell
Turner, -24, of 407 S. 11th Street
around_ 19 am., according to the
report.
Turner told police 'that he was
traveling east on Walnut when he
stopped at the intersection. Be said
he motioned Evans to cross and she
motioned him to go ahead.
Evans reportedly stepped in front
of his car as he proceeded into the
intersection, the report said.
Turner was cited for no insurance, according to the report.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
0
Shell

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
'numbers selected by the Kentucky' Lottery': Pick 3: 2-6,9.
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Golden Fried Shrimp Dinner 4.99
Double Portion Shrimp Dinner s6.99
Steak & Full Portion Shrimp Dinner S6.99

ALL FOX' ACTIVEWEAR
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Nathan B. Stubblefield, credited
by many as the inventor of radio,
will kremembered next year with
a celebration marking the 100th
year since his experiments with
wireless audio communication.
according to a published report.
Stubblefield's grandson, who is
known professionally as Hollywood producer Troy Cory. is
returning Saturday to announce a
1992 celebration of radio.
Cory will conduct a news conference and reception at 10:30 a.m. in
the Wrather Wesf Kentucky
Museum at Murray State
University. Activities to recognize and honor
Nathan B. Stubblefield coincide
with Kentucky's becentennial
observance.
Stubblefield demonstrated-r
wireless telephone as early as
1892. 1-fe was the first- person to
transmit voice and music without
wires and the first to receive transmissions simultaneously' in several
locations, basic principles of what
has become known as radio.

The Best Shrimp
Value In Town
Is Going On Now!

FOR MEN
25% OFF

ALL CHEROKEE CASUAL SEPARATES

history. 270 aircraft flew' 1,000
sorties.
'The sky' resembled blackbirds," he said.
The support of family and communities on the homefront was crucial to the 101st's effort, Peay said.
"The strong resolve from home
was a. signal to the enemy' and
probably had some effect on the
actions he has taken." Nay said.
Peay said the heavy_ bombing
had an effect on Iraqi troops morale and condition.
"I don't believe his will was
there," he said:
Peay also said he thought..the
capabilities of American troops had
been underestimated.
Peay said 15 101st soldiers were
wounded in combat. and said
another 55 are in hospitals outside
the combat theater due to injuries
prior to the start of the ground war.
He said five soldiers from a Fort
Rucker, Battalion attached to the
101st were killed in a helicopter
crash during a search and rescue
mission.
Peay, a Vietnam veteran, said
there hadn't been major changes in
airborne assault since that war,
with the exception of improved
technblogy such as night goggles.
He said a four-day war couldn't
be compared with a war that lasted
years, but said one tremendous difference in _Desert Storm was the
distance.
"The desert is immense," said
Peay.
Peay said he wasn't really sure
-----why' the Iraqis never used chemical
weapons.
He said perhaps Saddam Husgein
realized what actions would be
taken against his country' if chemical weapons were used against U.S.
soldiers.
And he said that the bombing
attack hurt the central command
and that American troops moved so
fast .that they may not have been
able to target troops for chemical
weapons.

One of three Calloway County'
residents arrested earlier this week
was wanted for walking away from'
a work release program in the
'Bowling Gree area, according to a
published report.
Joseph Lee Miller. 25. of Rt. 3.
Murrey, did not show up for his
- work release' ogram and was
arrested after a tip led police to his
Calloway' home where officers discovered property reportedly stolen
in recent burglaries, the report said.
Also 'arrested were Darell
Ernbry,-24-1, and Christopher Miller,
22. all of Rt. 3, Murray. All three
suspects will face charges of
receiving stolen .property over
S100. police said. More charges are
pendink..
Confiscated during the arrest
aS a 1991 Chevrolet S-10 pickup.
a second. older pickup reported
stolen from Murray. tools valued at
S2.040, stereo equipment and home
furnishings,- according to reports.
The items were apparently taken
during burglaries at Murray area
homes and possibly a Paducah business, the report said.

Stubblefield
grandson set
to announce
celebration
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor

Residents encouraged to keep
ribbons, flags up for troops
Dear Editor,
Along with our nation, Murray and Calloway countians have shown
support for our troops in the Gulf War. I want to encourage everyone to
leave their yelLow ribbons up and keep their flags flying until our local
service men and women return. They need to come home and see these
symbols of support for themselves.....
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Carter
800 Olive Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Minnesota immigrant pens rhyme
about Kentucky traditions, food
Dear Editor,
Whenever I was in Kentucky
Misty Mornings
Tobacco barns
Dogwood trees
Homespun yarns!
Biscuits, gravy
Country ham
White beans, cornbread
Catfish in the pan.
Friendly people
"Sunday week"
"Over yonder"
"Up the creek"

•

All that glitters is not gold?
According to Bartlett's quotations,
the foul-up began about eight, centuries ago. In 1202, one Alain de Lille
offered the medieval world a piece of
sound advice:"Do not hold as gold all
that shines as gold."
Bartlett's -Says the advice was a
common proverb, rooted in a Latin
Translation from Aristotle. Chaucer
picked up on the theme in "The
Canterbury Talcs: "But al thyng
which that shineth as the gold/Nis nal
gold, as that I -have herd told."
(Chaucer's English was poor and his
spelling was terrible.) In the 15th
century. another Latinist got into the
bromide: "Non omnc quod fulget est
aurum." Shakespeare wrote the line
verbatim into "The Merchant of Venice.The line descends to us today as,
"All that glitters is not gold." It
appears in print all the time. No matter
who dreamed up the proverb, the
sentence on its face is preposterous. It
ought properly to read, "Not all that
glitters is gold," thus preserving the
palpable truth that SOME things that
glitter are indeed gold. To be sure. the
sentence loses its bounce and turns to
lead in that construction. but you can't
have everything.
It is astonishing. and dismaying, to
see how often the confusion of "all"
and "not all" appears in the press.

Ponder some Horrid Examples:
From the Charleston (S.C.) News
and Courier: "All television Westerns
haven't ndden off into the sunset."
From a-speech by South Carolina's
Gov. Carroll Campell, speaking of
scandals in the state legislature:
"Everybody in America is not a good
person and everybody in politics is
not a good person."
From a letter to Dear Abby: "Every
woman does not aspire to be a
mother."
From the Birmingham JA1a.)
News: "All the people living around
local courses are not golfers."
. Sign outside a Texaco station in
@unman. Ala.: "All gasolines are not
the same."
The Wall Street Journal quoted an
assistant district attorney on the kind
of advertising that may lead people to
bankruptcy:"We appeal in our advertising to everyone, even though
everyone isn't affluent."

All right, let's think about it. Obviously not all TV Westerns have
disappeared,for some are still around.
The governor had it wrong; he meant
that not everybody is good. Some
women do aspire to be mothers, and
some people who live by golf courses
do indeed play golf. Some people are
affluent. Let us watch that encompassing word "all." In a world of
infinite variety, it's' a troublemaker.
Turning to something else: Writers
would do well to tune their ears to
gerunds. These are participial- verb
forms that function as nouns. If that
sounds complicated. I'm sorry, but
that's it. Stick around for a few Horrid
Examples:
From The Seattle Times: "The
promotion is conditioned on him
doing well in his seventh-grade subjects."
From The New York Times: "In
July 1900 Einstein had been warned
by his sister Maja that his parents were
bitterly opposed to him marrying
Marie."
From the Omaha World-Herald:
"Gaye said her husband's energy
mostly is thrown into his job, something .they discussed prior to him
applying for the director's position."
In the comic panel Herman. a badly

beaten fellow is talking to a cop: "If I
do happen to pick him out, what are
the chances of him being held in
custody long enough for me to emigrate?"
From the Seattle Post-Intelligencer "We can certainly understand the president going into the
summit without false hopes or unrealistic expectations. We can also
understand him not wanting to be
guilty of imbuing his fellow American citizens...with naive notions about the meeting's pros-pects."._
In each instance. the writer needs a
possessive pronoun in front of the
gerund: The promotion was conditioned on "his" doing well. Einstein's
parents were oppos-od to "his" marrying Maric. The . discussion occured
prior to "his" applying for the job.
And so on.
A word of warning: Not all gerunds
take the possessive case. I can't see me
laying down an ironclad rule. I can't
help thinking of Ted Bertstein lecturing on the subject. I would be pleased
to hear the topic of gerunds being
debated. These verbal forms cannot
be treated exactly as common nouns
are treated, but when the construction
demands a possessive apostrophe, put
it in. And let your inner ear. as always.
be your constant guide.

Gospel Music
Homecoming days
Churches on corners
Giving God praise!
He'p you, Mam?
No, I'm doin' fine!
Fixin' to make,
Kcntuckly mine.
Written by a recent immigrant from Minnesota.
Jean . A. Sc.hweigert
Rt. 8, Box 344
Murray, Ky. 42071

Habitat for Humanity offering
to help residents with home repairs
Dear Editor.
The Murray-Calloway Co. Chapter of Habitat for Humanity would like
to help some elderly needy folk with repairs on their homes this Spring
and Summer. We have volunteers from our churches and students at Murray State University who would appreciate the opportunity to give their
physical labor and skills.
Habitat would do the work - and they could provide the money for the
materials, or Habitat could loan them the monies at no interest to be paid
back on an easy payment plan, or perhaps some church group would like
to provide all or part of the monies to cover the materials for someone
who is connected to their congregation.
Applications and guidelines for such work are now being placed with
most of the churches in the city and county, at the to downtown banks,
and the Calloway County Library.
Please tail applications to Habitat, P.O. Box 1139, Murray, Ky. 42071
or give to one of our pastors in the community and they will get it to
Habitat for consideration by the board.
Appreciatively yours,
Jim Anderson, Incoming President of Habitat
P.O. Box 1139
Murray, Ky.. 42071_

1

Today In History
Today is Friday. March 8, the 67th day of 1991. There are 298 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred and fifty years ago, on March 8, 1841, U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.. the "Great Dissenter," was
born in Boston.
On this date:
In 1702, England's Queen Anne ascended the throne upon the death of
William III.
In 1782. the Gnadenhutten massacre took place as some 90 Indians who
had converted ID Christianity were slain by militiamen in Ohio in retaliation for raids carried out by other Indians.
In 1854, U.S. Commodore Matthew C. Perry made his second landing
in Japan. Within a month, he concluded a treaty with the Japanese.
Five years ago: Four French television creviinembers were abducted in
Moslem west Beirut; a caller claimed Islamic Jihad was responsible. (All
four were eventually released.)
One year ago: Opening arguments were heard in the Iran-Contra trial of
former national security adviser John M. Poindexter.
Today's Birthdays: Retired Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-W.Va., is 89.
Actress Claire Trevor is 82. Actress-dancer Cyd Charisse is 70. Actress
Sue Anc (correct) Langdon is 55. Former baseball player and author Jim
Bouton is 52. Actress Lynn Redgrave is 48. Actress Susan Clark is 47.
Actor Mickey Dolenz is 46. Lyricist Carole Bayer Sager is 44. Baseball
player Jim Rice is 38.
Thought for Today: "If there is any principle of the Constitution that
more imperatively calls for attachment than any other it is the principle of
free thought — not free thought for those who agree with us but freedom
for the thought that we hate." —Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. (1841-1935).
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Get a life, Bubba, and don't be a Bozo
In the glow of the TV lights. Bubba
Bozo held his new, long-term, mulitmillion-dollar contract in the air and
shook hands with the team owner.
"Arc you happy with the terms?" a
reporter shouted.
"Yes, Bubba Bozo is very happy."
Bubá Bozo said, :'TheY have shown
that they appreciate Bubba Bozo's
efforts. Now we can put this behind us
and concentrate on winning a championship for the great fans of this city."
"Now Bubba Bozo must go and
tape 'a commercial," Bozo said, waying and leaving the room.
The camera cress packed their
gear and the reporters began drifting
away when the door opened and Bozo
returned. Scowling, he said: "Where
is everybody going?"
"Is there something more you want
to say?" a reporter asked, •
"Yes," Bozo said. "Bubba Bozo is
fed up with being treated this way."
- -What way?"
.4They have insulted mc. they have
disrespected me and mutilated my
manhood. and Bubba Bozo is not
going to play for them anymore."
'"But! you just said you were very
happy.°
"Who said that?"
"You did."
"When did Bubba Bozo say that?"
"Five minutes ago."
"Oh. Well, that's a long time ago.

and conditions have changed."
"What changed them?"
"My agent told me that Bubba Bozo
doesn't get to keep all this money.
Bubba Bozo will have to pay taxes."
"So? -Everybody pays taxes."
"Bubba BOZO is not just anybody.
Bubba Bozo wants a new.contract that
says the owner pays the taxes."
"The owner can't do that."
"Then Bubba Bozo won't play. If
Bubba Bozo is insulted and abused
and demeaned. Bubba Bozo wil go
home and sleep,".
"But what will you do for money?"
"The owner will pay me. There's
still this contract. as disrespectful and
abusive as it is."
"Yes, but if you refuse to play. he
doesn't have to pay you."
"He doesn't? Sec. that's what Bubba
Bozo means about how they are
spitting on Bubba Bozo's pride and
dignity. Then Bubba Bozo will go
play for another team that appreciates
my talents."

• 4
•

Ten years ago
Enrollment for the spring semester at Murray State University now
totals 7,453 students, according to
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions
at MSU.
Betty Blodgett, clinical director
of Special Education Disabilities
Unit at Murray State University,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Kiwanis Club at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lee
Cothran observed their 50th wedding anniversary on March I.

Twenty years ago
Randall B. Patterson, executive
vice president of Dees Bank of
Hazel, has been named Calloway
County Agricultural Chairman for
Kentucky Bankers Association.
Joyce Hopkins, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs, Thomas Hopkins, was
named sweetheart of Murray High
School Chapter of DECA. Others
named were Jo Beth Benton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Benton, first runnerup, and Rosa
Hudspeth, daughter of Mr. and
ru
Mnrsn.Le
crup.wis Hudspeth, second

J.C. Dunn was honored at a luncheon in celebration of his 62nd
birthday on March 1 at the home of
Pat and Dortha Carraway.

Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor, Feb.
28, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cunningham, March 2.
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'They wont! Is that legal?"
"Of course it is. They'll just find
somebody else to do the commercials."
"See? You can't trust anybody."
"Bubba, don't you 'think that the
best thing to do would be to accept this.
contract? After all, it will make you a
millionaire many times over, and you'
will be set for the rest of your life."
"No, because they have insulted
Bubba Bozo in another way. On the
radio. somebody said that Sam Walton is a billionaire. And I checked and
found out that a billionaire has a lot
more money than a millionaire:.WhO'Sthis Sam Walton? Nobody ever heard
of hIrn. I don't even know what team
he's on. He must be a bench warmer."
--"BikarifWalton isn't a player. He
started the Wal-Mart Stores."
"He's not even a player and he's
richer than Bubba Bozo? That's evenmore disrespectful and uncaring.
How much of this abuse do they think
Bubba Bozo will take?"
"Well, maybe you should change
careers, Bubba. Have you thought
about opening stores like Sam Walton
did?"
"Good idea. Bubba Bozo will call
him. Do you think he'll give me a
store?"
"No, but he might sell you one."
"See? Everybody is trying to cheat
Bubba."

Thirty years ago
Pref. Frank E. Gunter of Art
faculty of Murray State College,
has been named winner of a
statewide competition in sculpture
and will represent Kentucky in the
national competition in St. Louis.
Mo.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Boggess, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Smith, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wabum Wyatt, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Milby and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John McGregor.
W.R. Perry of Calloway County
Soil Improvement Association,
spoke about "Garden Therapy" at a
meeting of Garden DepartMent of
Murray Woman's Club.)

Forty years ago
"This is National 4-H Week..The
4-H clubs in the county have taken
rapid stride since John Harrison has
taken over the duties of guiding
their projects," from column,"Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Murrayans recently inducted in
United States Navy, now at Naval
Training Center, San Diego, Calif.,
include James Sykes, Oliver McLemore, William Crago, Wesley
Harp, Charles Tolley, Harry
Owens, John McIvor, Joe Pat Elkins, Bill Cain and Raymond
Copeland.
Mrs. Leland Owen talked abeut
"Care and Cultivation of Roses" at
a meeting of Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club.

Looking Back
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"You can't do that. either."
"Why not? A lot of teams would
love to have a player of Bubba Bozo's
talents. Remember. Bubba Bozo always gives 110 percent."
"You can't play for another team
because you have a contract to play
only for this team until the contract
expires. That's what a contract
means."
"It does? I thought a contract meant
that they have to give Bubba Bozo
enough money to make Bubba BOW
happy until. Bubba Bozo stops being
happy. and then they have to give
'Bubba Bozo more money to make him
happy."
/ "No.Bubba. A contract is a binding
'agreement on both parties. It means
that you and the ownetagree that they
will pay you a specific sum of money
over a specific period of time if you
perform specific services for them. So
you have to play for them if you want
to be paid."
"Play for someone who is insensitive to my needs? No. Bubba Bozo
will make plenty of money just doing
commercials and talking into a tape
recorder so that somebody can write a
book about the great thoughts of
Bubba Bozo."
"But if you stop playing. nobody
will want to publish your book and
they won't ask you to do commercials
anymore."

•
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MURRAY TODAY

CI

JO'S DATEBOOK Mathis and Dick vows zvill
be solemnized on March 29
Jo Burkeen
. ,
Murray Today editor

•••••

Murray and Calloway County will be short many of its residents and
students as Murray State University dismisses classes at 12 noon Saturd
ay
for spring break. Classes will resume on Monday,,Mareh 1LResidenc e
halls at MSL1 will close at 9 a.m. Saturday and reopen on Sunday. March
17. at 2 p.m. Administrative offices at MSU will be closed Thursday and
Friday. March 14 and 15. for spring break. To add to more absences will
be the mini-break for the Murray City Schools and Calloway Count
y
Schools on Thursday and Friday. March 14 and 15. The spring break for
the city and county schools will be the first week in April.

Spouse Abuse Board

Capo elected

Desert Storm Group
The Desert Storm Support Group will meet Monda March
y,
11, at 7 p m
at Apple Tree School on Stadium View Drive, Murray. Anyone interested
in
sharing information, providing support, or who is seeking help becau
of
se
personal involvement with service personnel in the Gulf is encour
aged to
attend. or informaton contact Doris Burris at 753-9356

EATRE.Si

Free ts2-: service by Douthitt

Sleeping With ;:3205
The Enemy'(R) 7:05

Louis Douthitt, Certified Public Accountant, Will donate his servic
to
assist senior citzens and disabled persons with help in preparing es
their
income tax forms Douthitt will be at Weaks Community Center from
9
to 3 p.m each.Tuesday- until the April 15 tax deadline For an appoin a.m.
tment
cal tne center at 753-0929.

'

900
1 -30
3 25
7 15
9:10

White Fang
(PG)

55 Alive Driving Course
Dances with
Wolves (PG)

A 55 Aiive Driving Course WI oe Wednesday and Thursday, March
27
ano 28. from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoc'es Bank There is no fee for members of Peoples Gold of People Bank,
cut a $7 charge for anyone who is not a member of Peoples Golds
will be
•ece
Bery R,:ey Will be teacher for the course which is the nation's
first
:jium designed specifically for drivers age 50 and over. In additio
n ,to
'-e -portant information received concerrrg safety tips and new laws.
c -e may be etigible for a multi-year automobile insurance
:a • M's R. ey at 753-5659 or John W•l!iams or D,cr S
•••.c
a•
z-a-s 753-3231

1:30

New Jack
City (R)

1:30
3:20
7:10
9 15

Lion heart
(R)

1 30
3 30
7 10
9.15

Retirees change meeting
Re!res of Lc:al 1368 and Other locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses wit have a potluck luncheon on Tuesday. March 19, at Ellis Cornmun'ty Center on Ellis Drive off Sycamore Street. This had been sthedu
led
or Saturday. March 9. at Weaks Community Center but
was changed to
19 at Elis Center.

Quilting Class planned .'
A V -atu'e Cu: ng Cass w,. s!3-t
Marcr 12, at Murray :a oway County Vocatiora Ce-te• C asses
meet `rcm 6 to 9 p.m. for a
!vai of 15 hours through Ap•.'
be charged a $25 enrollment
-,st provde ter
as
s Eacni student•will also need •
*c
-; a :1.c-table sewing mac- -e •=0.•
information about supplies
-eeo
_cu Ann Phiipot, teat-e• at 753-6843

a

A Smaii Engine Repair Cass and an Auto
start Thesday. March 12. at Murray-CaliowayBody spot Repair Cass will
Classes wii• meet from 6 to 9 p.m. for a total County Vocational Center.
of
Don Rowlett wii, be teacher for SmaJ Engine 15 hours through April 23.
Repair Class with fee being
$35 and me class limited to first 12 people registe
ring. Dan Harrell will be
Str,ro:Or for Auto Body Spot Repair Cass with
fee being $50 and tfie class
iimited to first 'C errc !mg. For more Irtorrr
at.on and to enroll call th enter
at 752-1870.

fflr..

£sby fdij s
ASA

Mess 'item

Tuxedos

Jr. 8 Mterwe Apparel
lereiCon,d
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Mayfield Plaza
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Southwest PTA meeting .

!"•..

Sothwet Calloway Eiementary School PTA
. meeting scheduled for
Tuesday, March 12, at 7 p.m. at the school
will be devoted to the issue of
School Based Decision Making An import
ant component of the Educational
Reform Act of 1990 addressed the need
to provide more decision making
opportunities for teachers arid parents at the
school level. A panel consistng of teachers, administrators and parent
s will
answer questions concerning school based decisi provide information and
on making in the Calloway
County School System. Also at the meeting two
parents will be elected to a
committee to oversee the election of parent membe
rs to the school council.
The term 'parent' for SBDM means a parent
, steppa
of a student currently enrolled and or will be enroll rent, or legal guardian
ed in the school during
the next school year. Parents who are membe
nization may vote to elect elect,c- cc-- rs of the parent-teacher orga'tee members and the parent
council rtri risers .

•

•••..

Leisa Cap°, daughter of Joan
Cap° of Murray and junior psychology major at Murray State
University. has been elected president of Alpha Delta Pi sorority
for 1991-92. She is a graduate of
Mtrray High School. Other local
tudentc named as officers
include April Lane. corresponding secretary: Jenny Ragsdale.
recording secretary: Kristyliohman. chapter developinent: Jenny Hammat, functions chairman:
Paula Welch.historian: Leslie
‘1eatherford. spirit chairman:
Amy Young. new initiate member
at large: and Michelle Gantt,
scholarship chairman.

See our tuxedos & prom dresses at the
Murray Woman's Club
Fashion Show, March 19.

Vocational courses

2
"

-

Have we got a
- deal•for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
."d'iTH ANY D'NNEr'EAK AFTE
P 4

M

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11

Singles' cleanup Saturday
The Singles Orgawational Society _will
meet Sunday, March 10. at 2 p.m
Murray-Cattoway Chamber of Commerce buddin
way Clean up with Terry as host Singles shouldg This will be for the monthly Highcommunity service This is a nonprofit support dress appropriately for this special
whether always single separated divorced and social group for all single adults
Pamela 753-7638 Jeanne 753-0224 Mary,or1 widowed For more information call
527-0115 or Margaret 1-247-2249

It's easy to select the perfect wetiLliz or shower
gift when the bride has picked it out herself'.' Gin'a
gift' you ,know
bruc._

Fellowship anniversary
Christian Fellowship Church at Briensburg
will have an anniversary celebration on Saturday and Sunday. March
9 and 10 Or. and Mrs J T Parish
will be celebrating 20 years as pastor. The
service will be at 7 p m Saturday Sunday events will be regular morning
worship services, church -wide
dinner, and service at.3 p.m Specia
l speakers will be Gary Palermo
Bruce Burklow Special singers will includ
e Eddy and Valerie Bell, ac
Theresa Byassee

COUPLES

Board of Murray -Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, March 11,
at 12 noon at Pagliars Richard
Hoffman, president, urges all members to attend
as plans will be completed
for the annual Need Line Council meeting
to be Monday. March 18, a!
Weaks Community Center.
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Mr and Mrs Charles Glenn Joyce of Rt 5,
Box
parents of a daughter, Amber Marie, weighing six 185, Benton. are the
measuring 20 inches, born on Sunday. Feb 24, pounds seven ounces,
at 10:12 am. at Murray Calloway County Hospital They have one son,
Randall Glenn Joyce. The
mother is the former Teresa Jones. Grandparents
are Wayne Jones, Rt 3,
Murray, Voile Jones, 321 North Fifth St , Murray, and
Virgil and Margret Joyce, RI 5, Benton Great-grandmothers are Mrs Wilma
Jones of Rt 5, Benton, and Mrs Male Joyce of Rt 4, Benton

Mitzi Parker - Brad .Houston
Wendy Dockjns - Anthony Bowden

Best Wishes from...

74 54ociade
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GladysJarrett,
Director.

National
9 a.m.-4

Writers' Potpourri will be SaturI bask in the beauty
day. March 9, at 9:30 a.m. at CalOf the cardinal's song.
loway County Public Library. All
interested writers are invited.
Wars
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
By Wilma Jean Sanders
released some of the poems written
It was to be war, to end all wars
by the participants as follows:
They called it, "World War One. .
a. Bravely. thq headed over there
Laughing Bag
Not to come hack, "'till it's
•
By Franklin Auston N1cCallum
done"
A toy that's made for young and
But there were wars, and rumors
old.
of wars'
A little red bag that will laugh.
Giving us, "World War Two"
It's designed to lift your spirit.
Back they headed over there
To produce a smile, just in your
Not to come back, "'till it's
behalf.
through"
I think the bag should be larger.
Then. "Police Action" in Korean
Capture all your troubles with a
hills
gaff:
• To stop the communist threat
Place your catch in this laughing
But the communist cancer, that
hag.
threatened mankind
Pull the drawstring tight, then
Has not been stopped until yet
laugh.
Vietnam, another stab at the
cancer . War in the Gulf
Cause millions of victims thee
By Charlie E. York
But whoever thought the eneA man named "SADDAN1
mies .of freedom
HUSSEINEver meant to fight fair
has domination in his e.y.e.
Now the War that was with us,
Patroit missiles are busy
and echoed around us
taking SCUDS from the sky.
They called it. "The War in the
A place where oil flows freely
Gulf"
their coffers overflow.
I prayed for the ones who were
Yet respect for others rights.
standing in danger
they don't seem to know:
I prayed Iraq say "enough"
While Americans are there
Hussein would not say it, for he
our freedom to defend.
-is a butcher
-To put down another dictator
Seeking personal glory and fame
another war to end.
But no matter how many. he sent
Coping with the temperature
and' the desert sand.
to the slaughter
Far away from America
In the end he lost all the same
thirrissed freedom land,
Let's pray for the answer, to be
Tolerating "DESERT STORM"
sent from abeve
while war is escalating.
From God on His Throne so high
Trying to deal with fear
For the wars men cause, needs
boredom and the waiting.
the "Peach of the Savior"
GOD will fight for us_
Especially the ones who will die.
if. we seek His face and pray.
Yet we must be sincere
Country Ways
willing to obey. 11 Chron. 7:14.
By Linda NI, Siebold
Enduring as the mountains
Bird's Song
Are country' people's ways.
By Marie Jarrett
- e, They're early to bed'and early tQ
Trees were heavy with snow
rise
What a lovely day. I pondered
For they have work -filled days.
,Some days are glad. adventurous
They attend church on Sunday.
Some days weary and cold
They greet you on the road:
Each day I rise to greet
If a neighbor is heavily burdened
A breath of pine-scented breeze.
They help him bear his load.
I'm rewarded by a cardinal
When they inquire how you've
choir.
,
been
High throated trills into the wind
Their interest is sincere.
an added blessing thou hast sent
Country folks' ways are fine.
1 stretch my soul and go to meet freindly ways
A new snow. a new frozen day
Practiced throughout the year..

Special gospel festival planned
at Mayfield church Monday
- Kentucky One Church One Child
Board Meeting will be Monday.
March 11. at Second Christian
Church. 516 East Water St..
A gospel festival. "Stand Up and
Sing for a, Black Child's Sake."
be at 7 p.m. • •
Featured will be local gospel
groups and church choirs.
The Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth
Of -St. - James - AIME Church.
Mayfield. will introduce to the
community their son, newly added
to their family through adoption.
A press conference will be at 3
p.m. Monday at the Mayfield
church.
The Kentucky One Church One
Child Advisoy Board and Program
mission addresses and works to
assist the Cabinet for Human
Resources in resolving the issue of
helping to find homes for many

children born into families that
were dysfunctional and for their
own protection and welfare could
not remain with their birth families.
They are now in foster care awaiting adoption.
In Kentucky. as in other states, a
disproportionate number-of children in foster care are minorities.
Out of 250 children waiting in
Kentucky, 45 percent of that num-.
ber are African -American or
biracial.
Members of the Advisory Board
said "We promote the philosphy
that every child should grow up in
a nurturing Christian family. Since
1986, over 85 children have
become a part of new, 'forever'
families because of our efforts."
For more information contact
Judy Jones or Peggy Olive at
1-800-248-8671 between 8 a.m.
and . 4 p.m.. Murray time.

/14_)
Paint & Decorating Center

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING
Offered by

SUPPORT OUR TROOPS

Hwy. 121, By-Pass 753-4541

's
Nilith Mc( anon & Marlann Cathet

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Shetla Cohocm dr Ann William.,
Experienced bi Helping You Choose.
•Wallcovenng 'one MOT Or all rooms/

•
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Treatments
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•floorcovenng
•Bed Dressings
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Jill Humphreys - Jamie Vance
Lisa Mikulcik - Robert Summe
Traci Parker - Jerry Green
Amanda Holt - Ed Statom

Amber Marie Joyce born

.0

Lock 1
8- 5 . 1
p.m./1nfi

URRENTLY REGISTERED

Crystal Russell - Chris Cowart
Laurie Lovett
Mike Presley
Regina Dowdy - Mike Duncan
Jane Rose - Charles Zupetz
Stephanie Stephens - Lauren Balmer

Need Line Board meeting

•::,
.
.
•,

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

William Hays Holt of Rt. 1, Buchanan. Tenn.. announces the approaching marriage of .his daughter, Betty Kay Mathis of 212 South 16th St.,
Murray, to James Michael Dick of Rt.
Benton: son of James F. and
Nancy Dick of Rt. 3, Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Ouida Mae Jones of Rt. 3.
Benton. and the late Charlie D. tones and of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dick of
Rt. 1.; Hardin_
Ms. Mathis is a graduate of Henry County High School. Pans. Tenn..
and of the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Mr. Dick is a graduate of Marshall County High School and is employed by D. & W Auto Supply of Benton.
The wedding will be Friday. March 29. at 7 p.m. at .Church Grove
United -Methodist Church. U.S. 641, .Bentone
A reception y'ill follow in the church fellov.ship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. No invitations will he sent.

The Board of the Purchase Area Spouse Abuse Center has
two meetings
planned for the remainder of fiscal year 1990-91. They will be
on
March 11, and Monday. May 13, at 6.30 p.m. at Broadway Church Monday.
of Christ.
2855 Broadway, Paducah. For more information call 1-443-6001.
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under fire from traditionalists

LONDON (AP) — Shortly
before being installed March 27 as
the new Archbishop of Canterbury,
the Rev. George R. Carey has come
under fire from some traditionalists
for supporting the ordination of
women.
"The idea that only a male can
represent Christ at the altar is a
most serious heresy," he said in an
interview to be published in the
forthcoming Reader's Digest.
He said- the implications of that
position are "devastating and
destructive because it means
women feel totally excluded." He
pointed out that women shared in

•••

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Fish Fry/5:30-7 p.m./Parish
Center, Lenten Prayer/7
p.m./church.

.s
wars
One"
there
it's

Sadie Hawkins Couples
Banquet/6:30-iy.m./Fellowship Hall
of First Baptist Church.
,
Gamev'S p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.

IMOrS
.WO"

AA and AJ-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Exte.nded. !Mayfield.
.•
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11
;:n./Info 753-1EEN.

ere
it's
Drcan
real

. that
I yet
the

Saturday, March 9
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

h us,
n the

-

Captain Wendell Oary Chapter
of DARauficheon/11:45
an !Sirloin Stockade. .

Were

AQIIA Horse Show/8 a.m./West
Kentucky Expo.
or he
fame
sent

A and Al-Anon!8 p.m./American
-Legion Building: South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

same
to be

Murray NIoose Lodge Dance/8
7, :12 midnight.
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The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Susan Marie
Phillips to Bruce Anthony Moore.:
have been announced by her
parents, Michael R. Phillips, 225
Valle Ct., St. Joseph, Mich.. and
Mrs. Linda Wagner, 6744 Bay
View, Coloma, Mich.
Mr. Moore is the son of Mrs.
Patricia West of Hazel and the late
Louis Moore Jr.
Miss Phillips is a graduate of
Coloma High School, She is,
employed as a customer representative .by Cenwry
Joseph.
Mr. Moore is a graduate of Calloway County •High School. He is
employed. by Alreco Metals, Benton Harbor, Mich.The wedding is planned for Friday. March 29.

Main Street Youth Center/205
Fourth St./open 6 to 11
..17.fi• -.75 -TEEN.
Kentucky I.ake Flotilla of Coast
Guard Auxiliary/6:30 p.m./meeting
k /71 B. Kenlake State Park Lodge.
Ltesidence Halls at NISI; close 9
rrm. for- spring break.
Classes at NISC/dismiss at 12
hoon for spring break.
Clara %I. Eagle Gallery at MSU
:!osid today.
Adsance Database Management
computer course/9 a.m./Room
209N, Business .Building, MSU.
esents include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m.. Hawks and Owls
1 I:30 a.m.. Red Wolves 1 pm..
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m. and Hike
to Honker 3 p.m./WNC: Planetar:um Show 12 noon. 2'and 3 p.m.,
Star - Gazing 7 p.M./GPVC; Arbor
Day Celebration 10a.m. to 2 p.m.',
Iron Industry 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m.. Pit Sawing 1 to 4 p.m./HP.

atheari

Inc.

Children's
Fashions

:Susan Marie Phillipsand
Bruce Anthony Moore to marry

Newborn admissions, dismissals listed
•

Two newborn admissions .and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
March 7, have been released as
follows:

Mrs Be -yr To:- R• 7 Box 510, Murray,
K•••.••• Newcy P• • Box 248C, Almo.
.iR' 5 •Box 25C Murray
Mrs K -oe• y Dawn Foutcn and baby gin.
Haze Ryan Gregory Lee '6'7 Loch
Lendon Narce. Pt 6. Box

Newborn admissions
Ha baby g
parerls Angie and C.Fif 2 Box 232 Benthr.
Rodgers baby g rt parents Edna a'd
PD Box 332 Camden TenEV+
Dismissals
Mrs Be "ca Peebies and baby boy. '1C
North Ni-d• St , Murray. Mss Nancy El.
zabeth Wyart. PO Box 871 Lex "Ton
Mrs Barbara Jeane Hopper, 54 3
Lochndge. Mayfield. Howard Musser. NCR
Box 61 Harniir, Mrs Tammy Ea re E'cns
PO Box 1'1. AMo,
Mrs J na Renee Lee, Apt 7, Praza As ,
Calvert City. Mrs Catiy Jean Warf. fti 2
Box '7'C, Springy ••€) Tenn,

Woman's Club cleaning

Lutheran Federation
says• number Increased t-4,7,-.7
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) -The Lutheran World Federation
says the number of Lutherans in
the world increased in 1990 by.
about 9(X).000 to a total of 59.7
million. •
Lutheran churches in Europe
showed an overall increase, with
churches in the Soviet Union
increasing sharply, swelling from
370.0(K) to 604,000 members. Germany has the most Lutherans. —
15.6 million.
The Church of Sweden has the
largest members p of any one
denomination, inc asing from 7.3
million to 7.6 mi lion.
But the 'second largest Lutheran
:denomination. the EVan'gelical
Lutheran CtfurCh in America.
slipped slightly from 5.25 million
to 5.23 million.
•

Menus mom the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 11
to 13 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
Schools will not be in session on
Thursday and Friday, March 14
and 15. The menus, subject to
occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY

B y Bower'. 735 Nash Dr. Mu rray.
Roper'. McCage. Rt 9. Box 46, Bentor. Mrs
Beuan Driver, At 1, Puryear, Tenn ,
Marvin Boyd. At 1, Sedaiia. Mrs Dorothy
Chipman, 161612 Loch Lomond Murray
Mrs' Mane Chaney, 1617 College Farm Rd
Murray

bar. cerea
available Ca y
Lunch
Monday - spaghetti w meat sauce bk.
,
'
hoagie. Tuesday - s'iced turkey arc gravy
chili'-and pimento cheese sanaw c^ Wednesday_ - sack luhch
-hamburger r of do; * Oean-u:
sandwic" Saac baY. -amo,•ger c'
•
burger p,zza '
,..!s wegetapes ce r,a - •
tv cees.
anc ••,: cIr•nAS are.
Ca y
MURRAY CITY
\Elementary breakfast
Mandel, • pancakes. Tuesday
Wednesday cinnamon toast J, 7:e c ••
3rC "r • are served eacn cay

East, North, Southwest
Robertson
Breakfast
Monday -o,•ge• cr..c•wa; -Monday • biscu.t. butter and Jelly, TuesTuesday pizza bacon and c-eese sa-c
day - scrambled egg, bacon, toast. Wedwich, Wednesday pear.; ou•te• san -•• nesday breakfast pizza Milk, iuice cerea
hot dog Choice o"ru :s vege•ar.
"
and toast are avalIabie day
rnA are ava •atle cay
Lunch
Carter
Monday
chicken nuggets. submarine - ,Monday - harnourgrler sa:.sage
er.
'anc
sandwich. Tuesday. chili and crackers. pigTuesday - pizza. Sloppy Joe Wednesday
n-a-blanket Wednesday - pizza. two-ter
veg-efable beef soup o me-o•
Mini burgers Peanut butterfielly sandwich,
Choice of fru.ts vegetao,es a•••:: •
grilled cheese. fruits, -vegetables. 'ries. available
daily
desserts. mik and fruit drink are ava i able
Middle. High
Ca y
Breakfast
Calloway Middle
Monday
buttered *a"es a-c
Breakfast Tuesday - eggs, toast and vavy WednesMonday • oreakfast pizza. Tuesday day - sausage and biscut Cerea
i• • .
cnicken fritter on biscuit: Wednesday - juice or fruit
are avai ao e Oa ny
French toast sta wisyrup. Cereals. fruits,
Murray Middle
milk and variety of juices are available day
Monday - tacos hoag e sande. cn TJOSLuneh
day -*chicken pat:a sandw-cn no: r-J-ore
Monday chicken nuggets. corn dog hot Wednesday
- asagna.
sa-c c- •
clog oar. Tuesday - chili and crackers, sub- French fries
pizza co,ice of fru:s a-c veg
marine sandw.ch. potato bar; Wednesday Eao•es - • a^C
!
•- ••'s
Mex,can pizza. peanut butter and jelly sand- Ca y
wich taco bar Salad bar, fruits. vegetatoes
Murray_ High
fries. miik and fru.: dr-rks are ava 'ab;e
Monday •a, c hair and c-e•_-se
da y
VICIn
Tuesday - corn dog c',...c.6);:r
Calloway High
Wednesday - celspy fr,ed cm' c•e- "a'
. Breakfast
sandwich Pizza. hamburgers. Frencn •-'e•
Monday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday baked potatoes. nachos sort bread ore•i••-- s
sausage and b4scu.t. Wednesday - Choice of-IruitS .and vegetables
- • 377
scrarr0 ed egg toast. hashb•own Breakfast irult drinks are avaIabie day
•

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 14

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Members of the Murray Woman's Club are participating in the local
Adopt-A-Highway clean-up program, sponsored by Kentucky Highway Department. The 10 departments of the local club — Alpha,
Creatise Arts, Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and
Zeta — are taking their turns for the clean-up. Vanda Gibson, let.
Delta member, Bobbie Weatherly, center, and Kathy Mowery, Music
members, prepare to. pick up litter along their assigned roadway
(Sycamore between 12th and 16th Streets). Also assisting in the
30-minute Saturday morning project were Gale Vinson and Barbara
Brandon. Music members.

Sunday, March 10
National Scouting Museum/12:30
_to 4:30 p.m.

Auto (tefainfil
Life
Home
Health
Businessi‘.
(502
fir2 Annuities
A tradition in .service
since 1981
Jim Fain

753-0632
-1

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Best Food, Best Prices!

Mr. and Mrs. Ewell Orr/50th
;inno.ersary reception/First Baptist
Church --Paris, Tonh./.2:-3-0 to 4:30
p.m/no gifts please.

Free Salad Bar With All Specials

M
A

AQUA- Horse Show 8 a.m./West
Kentucky Expo.

Every Friday
6 Satiuday

Clara M. Eagle Gallery/MSU/
closed today.

(Starts at 4 p.m.)

Singles Organizational Society/2
p.m./Chamber of Commerce/for
monthly highway cleanup. Info/
Pamela. 753-763g, Jeanne,
761-0124.

A
SALE

OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET
'Catfish fiddlers 8 steaks 'Baked Cod
'Shrimp •Sea Strips •Crab.Salad
-.Deviled Stuffed Crab 'Shrimp Creole
$6
"
'Steak Fries 'Bush Puppies 'Cole Slaw 'Onion Rings

Our Famous
10 oz. Prime Rib

0

Grace Baptist Church directory
photo session/12 noon-5:20 p.m./
Elders of First Christian Church/
breakfast/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Jesus' ministry and were witnesses
to his resurrection.
Carey's comments Mnkled tfie
Cost of Conscience Movement,
formed to oppose ordination of
women in England. It said Carey,
in effect, was condemning a third
of Anglican clergy and the majority.
in Christendom, including Roman
Catholicism and Eastern Ortho,dox •
y, which have only male Jergy.
The Church df England has her.
debating women's ordination (—
several years, but has not aut,..
ized it, as have many other Are,.
can branches, including the 1' S'
Episcopal Church.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-lieort.

Open Horse Show/sponsored New
Providente Riding Club/7 p.m.
- West .1‹,ntucky: Expo.

the(e
cne-
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Phillips and Moore wedding planned New Archbishop of Canterbury

Friday, March 8
Hazel Lodge No 831 Free and
• Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
Lock In for boys and girls/
8-1 5!Camp
' WOW/9
p.m./Info/489-2577 or 753-2319.

FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1991

$845

39.99
A

Catio-Therm - Perm
Reg.$45. Smarr000

AA and Al-Aried
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple/
Info/7594059 or 753-7663.

and sye ncluded Long na •

and design rear-, add,to-a
charge Sate price effective
through Saturday. March 9

Saturday
Medic
Brunch Bullet

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church/
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
"LBI events include: Deer Up
Close 9:15 a.m., Hawks and Owls
11:30 a.m., Attracting Bluebirds
12:30 p.m., Red Wolves 1:30 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m., Snakes
Alive 3 p.m./WNC; Planetarium
Show 12 noon, 2 and 3
p.m./GPVC; Iron Industry 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Soap Making 2

0
A

NEW SALON HOURS:

Nexus
Tm

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

Excellent Dtnieg

We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.
641 S., Murray • 753-1505

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

1991 JCPenney Company,Inc

•

.

-

•..

. v •

..••,"•
'

.- .

t

'Scrambled Eggs 'Egg Casserole
'Bacon 'Sausage 'Biscuits 8 Gravy
'French Toast 'lash Brown Potatoes
'Crepes 'Danish Pastries 'Cinnamon
Rolls 'Blueberry Muffins 'Orange Juice

• •

• .

I•" .••
•

-

•
*.
• •
•

'

„
:.•,

_

L••

•
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page
This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
,
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 0 15 a m
NOrlit115
Sat 11 00 a m

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds.
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

BAPTIST
BLOOD HINER
Morning Worship
II 00 am
E.erung Worship
6 OD p to
CHERRY elORNER

RUTHIE'S

GULF

iGulfUNIVERSITY
-w°11P-Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
101 S. 3rd.

753-2411

Sunday Sctool
W cmtup
Cogsch Training

Wears*,

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00• rn
E:vening Worthip
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 003 m
. M,orrung Morey')
11 00 a m
Evening Korship
6 45 p m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 Spa to
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 GOB m
Evening Worship
6 43 p to

- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY

"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
illimalsia At 11111sitaall lAartss Fnoas Ledger A Times)

.--,

CNRISTIAN

H s Snooping Ctr - 759-1400

Carroll
Tire

r7

-E.•'4,;..; • "•.' .:::;%e just Wino To),00ta of Murray)
Mar•Lane Ceramics

& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies
Rt. 1. Murray

& 6:30 .m. to 10

WAII:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

OMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

f. nn (fro% r• Road

A

753-542

CIIIIIIIT1A11 WINCE
IIIIRVICIS

MASON'S CHAPEL CNVTED
Sunday School
10 90 am
Morning Worship
11 00• m

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

.VIARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
p
• i'

759-16-iti

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15'. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

NI 7

9 •in.
6 pm
7,00 p.m

alllittll OF JINN
CIIRIST OF LAWN!
DAY SAINTS

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
530 S 16th St
SaL/15:011 Meat
10 am
Smdsy School
11:20 s-as
Role Socary sod
Pf 2.50"0041
1110 pm

•.

A

V ,

Holy Eucharen 800 & 1030 s m
Church School
915 •in
Daily Evening Prayer 5 15 pm

•

PALESTINE UNITED .
Sunday School
10 00 am
!Worship '
II 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship "
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 • to
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Korship
10 45 am
Evening
6 00 p to

ORRICII OF PURIST

.

MURRAY MOOSE

LODGE #2011

THEATRES

•
•
•

"Therefore ifany man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
•

.•
4

things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

435-4415

I

INDEPENDENT
-CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sonde. School
9 Spa m
Morning Worship
JO 30 a en
NEV. LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday scriool
a 30 a m
•,
Worship
10 46 am
Nednesda.
7 p rr.
AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELJAW SHIP
surday Schee.
10 • rr
Sanday Service
II •rr.
N'Ad.es‘ay Service
7 pm
759-9862

NAZARENE
bocusT 1;Ft.)VE: CFP'R("H
Morning Worship
II 00 a,
Sunda., School
10 00• m
' Esening thorship
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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For unto you this day
is born a Savior which
is Christ the Lord
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Les 8 Pat Parrish - Owners

1415 W. Main
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1401 South 16th Street P0 Box 165
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753 1304
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FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
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10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
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"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16
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BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine befpre men, that
they may see your good works, arid glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
'Matthew 5:16 '

METHODIST

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall Franchisee
"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
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‘ Pastor William J Pratt

Industrla 1 Road 753-1423 or 75341182
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Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.
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WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Colvin Clark - Ovsnor
1417 Main
753.2593
YouY

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 29i & 464
Robert Tabors, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Klrksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

OPEN 113K-FR 24 IONS A DAY; SAT. I SDK 7 AA-MICK
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE
•

S.

ale

753-9164

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

QUICKPRINT

Southside
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796

Jesus saith unto him, "1 am the
vvay, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
ROO Chestnut St

753-8850

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & markers Since 1932
James Smothers Owner

1707 W. Main

733-1902
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday released by
churches

Various area churches have
released information concerning
thcir services on Sunday, March
10, as follows:
First Chris4an
Dr. David C. Roos,Instor, will
speak about "The Walls Came
Tumbling Down" with scripture
from II Chronicles 36:14-23 and
Ephesians 2:4-10 at 10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir with Lee
Kern as director will sing "God So
Loved the World." Assisting will
be Bailey Gore, Barbara Pursley,
Marie Forrester, Bob Boeschel,
Don Chamberlain, Scott Marvin,
Terri Benton, Jim Boone, Helen
Campbell, Joe Crass, Raylene
Gagel, Hester Gray, Ron Gray and
Judy Lyle.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak about "Whom Do You See?"
with scripture from Luke 19:1-10
at 10:45 a.m. Youth Sunday service. George Gray, deacon of
week, and Lori England will assist.
Steve Littlefield will direct the
music with John Dailey and Lisa
Rickman as pianists. Special music
will be by Youth Handbells,'Youth
Choir and Betsy Herndon, soloist.
At 7 p.m. the Youth Ministry will
present "A Creative Worship
Service."
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about "Quality of Living" with scripture from
John 10:10 at 10:45 a.m. service.
The Children's Choir will sing "Let
There Be Peace on Earth." Assisting will be Ken and Deanna Wolf
and Tim Belcher.
St. John's Episcopal
The Fourth Sunday in Lent will
be observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Pamela Rice
will confirm her baptismal vows
with layhong of hands by the, Rt.
Rev. David B. Reed, bishop of the
Diocese of Kentucky, during his
annual pastoral visit. Assisting will
be Fr. Andre Trevathan, Frank
Blodgett, Barbara Ahlenius and
Randy Johnson.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Help My Unbelief- with
scripture from Mark 9:19-24 at 9
a.m. service - and about "Onward,
Christian Soldiers!" with scripture
from 11 Timothy 2:1-5 at 6 p.m.
service. Jerry' Bolls will direct the
song service. Assisting will be
Randy Young, Roger Garner, Garry
Evans, Jimmy Allbritten, Ron
McNutt, Andy Rose. Randy Young,
Grundy Falwell, Jerry Ainley,
Gene McDougal, Jim Suiter, Andy
Dunn, Jamie Potts and David
Wyatt.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Music will be

directed by Alvin Usrey, deacon of
the week, with Brenda Wyatt and
Janet Arnold as accompanists. Karla Blakely will sing a solo at morning hour. Children's Choir will
sing at evening hour.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "We Are
God's Workmanship" with scripture from Ephesians 2:4-11 at
10:30 a.m. service. Alice Witt will
be organist. The Choir, directed by
Cathy Mallett, will sing "Wilt Not
Thou Turn Again, 0 God?" with
Dr. Larry Malleu as accompanist.
Assisting will be Andy Gupton, Joe
Gupton, Larry Pahlke, Mel Witte,
and Scott and Amy Bogard.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Assisting will be Eric Noah, Junior
McCage, Eddie Stubblefield,
jzobert Blalock, Joe Geurin,
Donald Cook, Tim Cook, Mickey
Garrison, Hugh Fuqua and Paul
Garrison.
I'Vestside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "A Glimpse of Glory"
with scripture from Luke 9:18-36
at 10:30 a.m. service and about
"The Word of Faith" with scripture
from Romans 10:9-13 at 6 p.m.
service. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Patsy Neale and
Sherma Scott as accompanists.
Kathy Ligon will sing and Adult
Choir will sing "I'm Bound For the
Kingdom" at morning hour. Janice
Morgan will sing a solo and Westside Quartet will sing "1 Remember
the Day."
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor, will speak at 8:30 a.m. service
with Jeremy Hunt to sing a solo,
"Show Me A Rainbow." The Youth
Club will present a musical, "The
Troubbable of Zerubbable" with
Kim Black as director, Joan Bowker as pianist, and Sarah Conklin
playing oboe. Acolytes will be
Morgan Blankenship and Angie
Fitch.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Special music will be by Molly
Nielson and Erica Rowlett at morning hour.
Eastwood Baptist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
speak about "Financial Property" at
11 a.m. service and about "Learning How To Give" at 6 p.m. service. Greg Mayall will direct the
music with April Mack and Susan
Reynolds as accompanists. Richard
Lomax and Greg Mayall will sing
solos at morning hour and Gunner
Nance and Loma Borders at even-

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James Ht Cain

1. A committee should consist of three men, two of whom are
absent.
2. A political war is one in which everyone shoots from the
lip.
3. A man should be more than just a man — he should be a
just man.
4. The problem of more leisure time is how to keep other people from using it.
5. The first great gift we can bestow on others is a good
example.
6. It is a funny thing about life: If you refuse to accept anything but the best, you very often get it.
7. Dear God, please help us to practice prayer rather than talk
about it, cause prayer really does bring the miraculous into all
areas of our lives!

ing hour. Assisting will be the Rev.
Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph
Allen, Rick Beam, Brent Evans,
Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy, John
Brittain, Anthony Manning, Bob
Tanner, David Lee and Michael
Cutini.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. services. Steve Smith will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
Calvin Key will be deacon of the
week.
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His morning topic will be
"Why" with scripture from Ltke
22:14-23. Truman Whitfield will
direct the music with Joan Cooper
and Tommy Gaines as accompanists. The Choir will sing "0, Love
Divine." Assisting will be Larry
McClain, Richard Nesbitt, Hazel L.
Boyd, Darrel Clark, and Hildred
and Ethel Paschall.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. services. Kevin Rudicil
will direct the music with Dwane
Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will present a lesson, "The Helpless, The Helpers, The Hindereres
and the Healer" in the 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session.
Evangelistic service will be at 6
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. service.
Assisting will be Mike Farmer,
minister of education and youth,

and Coffield Vance, deacon of the
Tina Sexton, Donna Parker and Pat
week. Curt Simmons, minister of
Brunn.
music, will direct the music with
Kirksey United Methodist
Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons as
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
will sing "In The Name of The
services. His morning topic will be
Lord" at morning hour. A special "The Limits of Power" with scripworship service of "Thanksgiving
ture from Luke 7:8. Ron Pace will
For Our Troops" will be at 7 p.m.
direct the music with Clarice NorsUniversity
wothy and Janice Hays as accomChurch of Christ
panists. Assisting will be Steven
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Norsworthy, Claydene McCallon,
speak about "Ready to live...Ready James Harrison and Don Paschall.
to Die" with scripture from Phil.
Christian Science
1:12-26 at 10 a.m. service and
Services will be at 10:30 a.m.
about "A Lasting Crown" with Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second
scripture from I Corinthians 9:25F Wednesday.
at 6 p.m. service. Ernie Bailey will
New Life
direct the song service. Assisting
Christian Center
will be Richard Smith, Bill Boyd,
-Tbe Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
Kim Wallis, Hampton Brooks, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with
Todd Brooks, Joey Bazzell, Chris Karen Welch and Tony Powell
Hays, Jeff Dunrnan, Tommy Reid, leading the praise service.
Tim Erwin, Larry Lilly, Steve
Kirksey Baptist
Spiceland, Jerry Bedwell, David
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor.
Thompson and Larry Painter.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.'"
St. Leo Catholic
services. W.A. Erwin will direct
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturthe music with Gela Edwards and
day and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
Fr. Larry McBride as pastor.
Coldwater United Methodist
Assisting will be Nathan Reed,
Dr. Robert Farless, interim pasJason Tidwell, Karen Balzer, Al tor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
Paluch, Linda Shepard, Lynn
with Rex Smith as song leader and
Fromm, Victor Fromm, Chris Buf- Jimmy 'Wilson as pianist.
fington, Bill Whitaker, Bob GarFerguson Springs Baptist
land, Dick Fotsch, Eleanor
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor.
D'Angelo, Jean Holloway, Art
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Cripps, Joey Woods, Belinda services. Roy Skinner will
direct
Woods, Chris Fuhrmann, Joseph
the music with Vivian Stom as
Fuhnnann, Bill Ford, Robye Ford, accompanist. Growth Campaign
Paul Kurz, Pallie Kurz, Millie Nall, will continue with each
one • in
Carol Doyle and Chantal morning service to receive a
blue
Weedman
ribbon.
Goshen United Methodist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Susan AllsopDanny Dyke of Briensburg BapAtkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
tist Church will speak at 11 a.m.
a.m. service. Others assisting will
service and Philip Brumfield on
be Samantha Gibbs, Jamie Miller, "Drugs and Alcohol" at 7 p.m. serBecky Miller, Gladys Newsom, vice for Youth Sunday. Rob Dennis
will lead the music with Tonya

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

By H.C. CHILES
Sexual Responsibility
I Corinthians 6: 9-20
First Corinthians was written when
Corinth was notorious for the atrocious moral conditions which prevailed among the people therein. The
moral life of the populace had sunk to
such horrifying depths that sexual
immorality was even connected with
the observance of some of the pagan
religious rites. Hundreds of prostitutes were made available to those
who desired them at one of the great
temples on the hill above and overlooking the city. Multitudes of the
inhabitants of Corinth never thought
of immorality as being wrong.
Present day overexposure to filthy
literature, pornography, and sexstimulating movies, all of which are
contributing to the lowering of moral
standards and increasing the freedom
from moral restraints, makes it mandatory that Christians study the Scriptures and learn from them the divine
principles and guidelines for their
lives in this realm, and then put them
into practice. These pagan conceptions and our wicked environment are
not going to contribute to an appreciation of the purity which Christ intended should characterize the life of
the beliver.
The Conduct of Christians I Corinthians 6: 9-14
Paul challenged the thinking of the
Christians with the arresting question,
"Know ye not that the unrighteous
shall not inherit the kingdom of God?"
Knowing that self-deception is the

worst type of deception known to
man,Paul admonished his readers not
to deceive themselves by thinking that
they could live habitually in adultery,
homosexuality or idolatry, or as
thieves, coveters, drunkards, revilers
or extortioners. He readily admitted
that they had a marvelous liberty in
Christ, but he denied that they had a
license to do wrong. No saved person
has permission to indulge in sin. A
Christian does not have the right to
exercise liberty to the point where his
conduct will injure another.
The Claim of Christ
Corinthians 6: 15-20
In these verses Paul placed strong
emphasis on the fact that Christ has a
just claim upon the human body, and
rightfully expects it to be devoted to
His service.
1. A Personal Realization. "Ye are
not your own. It should be evident to
all that, since no one has created,
sustained or redeemed himself, he
cannot be his own.
2. A Positive Reason. "For ye are
bought witha price." If you are a child
of God, you have been redeemed from
the curse of the law, the wrath of God,
and the vassalage of Satan.
3. A Persistent Responsibility.
"Therefore glorify God in your body."
When one becomes a child of God his
body becomes the temple of the Holy
Spirit. Indwelt by the Holy Spirit, he
is responsibile for glorifying God.
Turn your thoughts into aspirations,
and transform your aspirations into
actions which please and honor God.

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M -F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6-41 N.

30" Sell-Cleaning

Electric
Range

4

While Supplies Last QUANTITIES LIMITED

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

Magic Chef
I

I

NDERWOOD

API1ST
HURCH
1:1
r—

APPLIANCE 759-1505
‘i#
,Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North

Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
Sat.. 7:30-5:00

Lacey's
FAMILY RESTAURANT

ROWING

319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.
527-7275

ECAUSE
ARE

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White &
Redeye Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit &
Juice Bar.

Steamboat of Round, Virginia Baked
Ham Sliced to Your Perfection, Turkey.
Cornbread Dressing, Southern Fried Less
10%
Chicken,Bar-B-Q Ribs, Country Ham,Coun- With Coupon
try Fried Steak & Gravy,Cream Corn,Green nip coupon per group
Beans, Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & c'apon expires 331 91 .
Cheese, Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apples, Lima Beans,30 Item
Salad Bar, Delicious Dessert Bar with Wide Variety.

8:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET

Robert N. Johnson,
Pastor

Snow Crab Legs, Frog Legs, Fried
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Fresh Shrimp,
Fresh Oysters, Crab Meat in Hot Butter,
Crab Rolls, Clam Strips, Fried Scallops,
Shrimp Creole & Rice, Egg Rolls, Baked
Cajun Pollack, Salad Bar, Vegetables,
Large Variety Dessert Bar.

617 S. 9th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-75

One coupon per.group
Cou..n ex. re§ 1131:91

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •
11.

—.---...•••■•••••••••••••ro.......rr•re••••••••••Nporir•"
•• ••

399

SUNDAY BUFFET
11 A.M.-9 P.M.$699

•

RACE

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

1111vklotolallaid:14111kvi[010111:•

TWO SERVICES
First Service
Sunday School
Second Service

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

HARDWARE

WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

,

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Due to our
rapid growth, on
Sunday morning,
March 10th
we will be
beginning

Now Available

Wells and Mark Winchester as
accompanists.
Marlin's Chapel
Vnited Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service when Girl Scouts will be honored. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Edwina Petrie as
pianist.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 9 a.m. service
with Donald Williams as song
leader and Dean Stephenson as
pianist.
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 10 a.m. service_
with Janna Hopkins as music
director.
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Richard Dowdy as song leader
and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.

.

•

$1099
Less 10%
With Coupon
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Racers pack bags for another NCAA journey

NCAJ

Inside

.40

••
But while Jones was the MVP, Taylor tossing
in five points early
Coble and Paul King (both of
to push the Raiders out to the lead
v.horn joined him on the all"We just came out too anxious,"
While the slice of the world
tournament team) were the most
Jones
said. "Everybody was trying
around him had whipped itself into timely performers.
to
:
rush
things and we just got too David
WI
a frenzy. Greg Coble took Murray
Coble opened the second half by
hurried. We just settled down and
State's clinching of an NCAA
helping the Racers run off nine
experience was a big part in it." RAMEY
Tournament bid in stride.
straight and King finished Middle
• the Racers settled down and tied Assistant Sports i•:ditor
Thursday's 79-67 win over
off by scoring six of eight unanthe game at 20 when Jones scored
Middle Tennessee gave the Racers swered points that moved the Racfrom the lane for two of his 13
Paul King was dreaming last
their second-straight Ohio Valley ers past striking distance of the
first-half points. With the score summer, like young men someConference Tournament title, but
Raiders.'
tied at 23. Jones went to the bench times do, and this dream was
Coble, a senior co-captain, said he
The Racers will take a 24-8
with two fouls and stayed the rest even stranger than some of the
wasn't as excited as when the Racrecord into the NCAA Tournament,
of the half, but the Racers unlikely real_ life performances
ers clinched last year's NCAA
and Ra:er. coach Steve Newton
responded by _running off eight of his Racer career--------berth.
doeSn't care .wtTcrThL
CAA
straight, with King jamming during
His freshman year, the Racers
"Last year, I was excited." Coble
sends Murray.
the
stretch
and
Scott
moved
Adams
into the NCAA Tournascorsaid. "I'm not as excited this year:
"I don't care." Newton said.
ing twice.
ment and faced North Carolina
I guess it's routine."
**(Tan . the)_
_Out of
Middle chipped into the Racer State Ipick Vitale's-- "- sleeper"
Yes, it's routine. For the third
No, :hanks to a Racer defense
lead, but Murray iook a 36-34 lead pick to win it all that yeari
-time -in--four-years here -comes • atm-ncld Middle :.to 38 percent
at halftime, despite shooting 37 and upset them. Murray almost
NCAA feeling again for the Racers .10.ft,jnie in :he second half, and the
'p-erCent from the floor.
knocked out eventual national
and their fans. Murray State
and John Jack"We intended to get off to a champion Kansas, and came
clinched its second-straight visit by
son ..ho he:ped the Racers °arcgood start, and instead we came within three points of the Sweet
outlasting a talented Middle club in
no,.••.: the strong Middle inside
out struggling," Newton said. "But Sixteen.
the second half.
44-30:
our guys didn't panic, and we
Last - year, the Racers- sem
Recent NCAA memories for
—1ne team definitely came
picked it up on the defensive end. No. 1 seed Michigan State into
Racer basketball fans are sweet
throu-ith tor us." Newton said. "We
It was a little frustrating, because overtime in the first round 0:ones. In 1988. Murray stunned
40 golden minutes and
we felt our guys were getting good
the -tournament. A Murray v.171
North Carolina State in the first
v.c
Defense was the most
shots, they just weren't falling."
would_ have been the greatest
round, before falling to eventual
r..•.1 of our game night in
No one was more frustrated than
upset in, tournament history.
national champion Kansas. Last
af!.; nraut.
• Coble, who was a lowly 1 -for-7 in
But tournament history
year, the Racers took top-seeded
v.,:r on the boards, and
the first half.
never
be the same if that's
Michigan State into overtime in the
yo,to credit the battlers in
"Coach just told me to keep
always the magic word Pa
Southeast Regional.
The Club Was unselfish
shooting," Coble said. "The guys • King sees this dream corhe true
The brackets will be announeed
•-- 't .are who gets the
did a good job of setting screens
"My dream is to go .into the,
Sunday evening on CBS, but :here
we get the win.
and they started falling for me." tournament and advance," K:ng
is no question that the Ra,:e7s
1\- . •
:h.:
are in the
Chris Ingram tied the game at 16 said. "To be honest with you. I
would like another shot in the
take it from
to open the second half, but Jackhad a dream this summer that
Southeast Regional. and a firs:son scored to put the Racers back
we
were in the Final Four .0
round site in Louisville's Freedom
'an outstandup. Coble then drove and scored. f
d
rm
going
e
am
g
.o
to stick to that
Hall for their fifth appearance in
zu.,.
Blue Raider
picking up a foul on Middlers-Warschool history.
B-..,
art said. "They
ren Kidd, and used a pump fake for
Tell me more about !
!‘)..7"
"I really want to go to Louisvilrenounds and
another score on the baseline.
dreams
,
Paul
King.
le," junior center Popeye. Jones
.ne o. n.d.ls
of their
- King hit a free throw and Jones
"We were playing a lean:
'said. "I want to be somewhere
ai-ess.se s:yle of play.
and Coble scored back-to-back
with
a red uniform and the
close for our fans. because they 'se
'.;;:t a,fantastic
after two Taylor free throws and
team
that we beat. to get to the
been great to us."
lie and the rest
the Racers led by nine.
Final Four were wearing re,! •
Jones tossed in 21 point.S an,:
the
:,arn
physically'
Taylor, who led all Scorers with
uniforms," King said. "1 woke
pulled down - 18 rebounds
us
25 points, buried a 3-pointer after a
up
in a sweat. It was one
la. psson 55 Crises av,ainst %%arren Kidd
championship game. and on :(1,7appeared ready
television timeout, but Jones scored
those
dreams where you vs
•in the Racers' ON C championnament Most Valuable Plaser hon-1hey jumped
on an inbounds play fOr the Racers.
up
and
you wished you ..)d'd
ors for the second straign
1,:ad s5ith Robert (Coed on page 9)
have kept dreaming. But I
what it meant. I just hope we
- can fulfill --that -dream."
The Racers may not make
Final Four, but I wouldn't
to be the team that 'draws :he
Racers in the first round. They
played
better in the OVC
B.- CAMEL T. PARKER
d: once. "I just said, ladies, we either win or '• •
Tourna
ment
than they hase
_e7:;p•
Spci-s .E7.: tor
^aligame right here." O'Rourke recalled later
since Steve Newton started his
Kwanda Hornbuckle rebounded a missed
run four years ago.
.
shot and Paul hita free avowwith 3:50.left
And
a
lot
of
that
has
to Lf
Hornbackle rebounded again. and Evans eanne,:
with someone who has sacrif"3" with 3:25 left for a 54-43 edge. and Shelton ft11
iced himself for the team. Frank
a Fulton basket with one of her own to rnafniain.
Allen is not__the *second-lca,ling
17.0 :-p0:nt gap.
scorer
for the Racers. but the
Cal]oway took a 12-point lead into the final LiL.Irt&.
job he's doing at point guard
cold not pull away from the determined Lady
hasn't been unnoticed.,
P::0:s. who owned two regular-season,victories over
Kingisthe first to' point out
the late-blooming Lady Lakers.
that
his backcourt running mate,
Paul took a pass from Shelton and scored underdespite being the youngest _play:,
_hcafch-- to-open the fourth frame and give Calloway a
er on the floor, is playing
-47 lead. but Fulton County scored seven straight to
champi
onship basketball,
,,t the gap to 61-54. Lady Pilot Stephanie Cobb then
"You get put in a mold and
-,ored on her own putback• with three minutes Icf:.
people think because Frank
Fullon had crawled to within five points --- the
Allen's not scoring. he's not'
•ses: they had been since early in the second
playing
. well," King *said. "I
u,,arter.
think_
he's
at his.. best.. rigti-t--- •
• • Cal-foway. Could have:JO:Jed
-.but the -se'nror
now,- because' he's ' working on
•...m.:dn't let them.
his complete game. He's ticl;:
Evans drilled another 3-point shot with 2:31e-rt
Ili-the
team in a big way. runri:16:
push Calloway's lead back out to 64-56, and when
the team and making sure the
Fulton missed two free throws. Jennifer Catherson
ball gets where we want it
grabbed the rebound and flung the outlet pass :o Lax.
Keeping control was crucial
'Lax raced down court just in front of the 'Fulton
to Murray' rallying from an 1l -2
defense and was hit from ehind just in front of the
deficit. Keeping control kept the
Ca:loskay goal, completing the play by scoring on the
Racers on top when Middle ral!a:...4 while the foul was being whistled.
lied to tic the game early in
0
Lax :hen stepped up and canned the free throw for
the second half. And despite
`•"-56 read with 2:16 left.. effectively rea'f(n.i
some offensive fireworks. Murrack of the Lady Pilots.
ray never lost its grip. And tha:
Shelton added a free throw before Robh:e
may' be because Frank Atlen.
',cored two free throws for Fulton. cutting the .ca.:
the point guard ..whO has afw ay s
68-55S with 1:51 left.
known no better. is learning
Shelton was at the line with 1:38 to &-.0
control
.
O'Rourke motioned his two seniors over near ue
"-We knew' they would jump
"I told them. take your time — we don't nu,.e
on us early, and we could con'to s;.ore, but they do." O'Rourke remembered
trol their surges," Allen said.
The Lady Lakers, however, didn't listen. Ful:on,
"Experience his a lot to do •
•rteld scorelesl-through the rest Of the game while (
with it. They were forcing a lot
io.say pulled away, hitting eight free throws down
Calloxxay's Susan Lax irighti held her ground
of things. where we were being
against Fulton Coun,- :retch to erase part of a painful night at the char
ty's drixing Dana Elam to cause a turnover during
patient and getting into our
first-half action of
(Conrd on page 9)
the Lady Lakers' 76-58 victory.
offense. Greg was hitting.
Popeye was doing the job
inside, and Paul was hitting
some big shots as well. I ws
just trying to get everybody the
By JOE MACENKA
Southern Mississippi, ranked No. 22 in the I;ILCtil
Asso\Na
lphis
Assoclated Press Soort• Writer
State
(16-13
)
shot
59
percent
in
the
second
ciated Press poll. had 24 turnovers. which
half ball."
Lou:ssille turned aftc trailing by two at halftime.
Allen can score with anyone.
into 29 points. The Golden Eagles (21-7) los:
for the fourth
ROAtiOKE. Va. -- It's a new scenario but the same old • time
"Any time your leading scorer doesn't have a point and
His 38 points against Western
in five games.
results for Loukville in the Metro Conference tournament.
you're down by only two points at halftime, you have to feel
Kentucky is the highest point
"I think if we could have done a little bit
better in :he Tur- confident." coach Larry Finch said. "We could
After 14 consecutive Metro toutnaments as either the nover
total
by a Racer this year. But.
have
been
categor
y,
the game could have turned oat a hi: diffe- down by
league's No. 1 or No. 2 seed. coach Denny Crum's Cardinals
15 or 16 points."
his maturing asil a point guard
rent," coach M.K. Turk said.
The Tigers (16-13) ended a run in which fourth-seeded
arc competing this year as the last seed in the eight-team
may be the reason the Racers
Instead, the Golden Eagles must wait for an
at-large berth Tulanc.(15-13) had won six of seven games to highlig
field.
to the NCAA tournament and Louisville is still
ht the
have turned on the jets.
alive for the best one-season turnaround in the school'
That didn't stop the three-time defending champion Cardi- Metro's
s history. The Green
"Down the stretch, I'm just
automatic ticket to the NCAA's 64-team
nals from knocking off to -seeded Southern Mississippi 83-76
field.
Wave was coming off a 4-24 record in 1989-90.
trying to do what it takes to
After struggling at the start of the season,
Louisville' now.
in Thursday's quarterfinals.
"We had hopes of going on," coach Perry Clark said. win," Allen said.
has won four in a row.
"If it takes
"We're
"I don't ever remember being in this position:. Crum said.
very disappointed as a team right now. Hopefully, running the team, that's what is
"This team has handled the adversity quite
well and never we'll get the chance to play some more."
"There is no pressure on us because we're not supposed to failed to work
important riglit now. If they
hard," Crum said. "They never gave up.
never
win. You just go out there and play and do your job, and quit. They got
Kim Lewis and Mike Christian each scored 16 for Tulane. need me to score,
better, learned to do a few things,and,got
I can but
to the
that's what. we did."
Florida State (18-10) shot just 38 percent from the floor and
point where they thought they could win, and now
I'm going to do what they
we're play- had 16 turnovers, but the Seminoles still
The victory put Louisville (13-15) into tonight's semifinals ing our best
extended their
want mc to because that's .khs
basketball of the year."
against fifth-seeded Memphis State. an 84-77 winner over
longest winning streak of the season to five games.
we've been winning."
Everick Sullivan led Louisville with 28 points
and LaBradTulanc.
The Seminoles shot 35 percent in the first half.
It's attitudes like that which
ford Smith'addecl 19.
The other semifinal matches Florida State, the No. 2 seed
"I 'thought in the first half we put basketball back about 40 make Steve Newton's team
Damn Chancellor had 22 for the Golden
one
Eagles.,
years," coach Pat Kennedy said. "I don't know if it was the
and a 65-55 winner over South Carolina. against sixth -seeded
that never loses its head in the
Memphis State's Elliot Perry scored all 14 of
his
points in emotion of the game or what."
Virginia Tech, which blew a 12-point lead but came back for the second
heat of battle. And in the. •
half and the Tigers got a big assist when
a 75-69 victory over Cincinnati.
Tulanc
It didn't matter. The seventh-seeded Gamecocks (19-12) NCAA Tournament, the battle
went nearly 12 minutes without a field goal.
shot 34 percent in losing for the seventh time in eight games. really heats up.
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Assi Sport• Editor
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Sports facts

Murray Stale will host an NCAA Tournament
•Painngs Party Sunday in the Cuffs Center
BaiIroom The party starts at 430 pm . and
coach Steve Newton and the OVC Champion
Racers will be in attendance The parings WM
be announced on CBS at 530 pm , and Racer
fans and the general pubic are invited to watch
teeth the team on a big-screen teevision Tournament ticks information will also be available
refreshments will be sod

Highest college basketball averages.
payer

nj cass of

95.9

Senior.
Craig Coiling'.
Penn State 1•85•

95.0 Junior
Rod Foster.

Track and field

UCLA ('82)

SEVILLE, Span - A relaxed Ben Johnson,
only two months into his comeback from a drug
suspension, surprised everyone with the
announcement that he will retire after the 1992
Olympic Games Johnson, 29, revealed his
plans at a news conference the day before the
Word Indoor Track and Field Championships

92.7 Sopnornore
Steve Kaplan.
Rutgers(70•

94.6 Freshman
Jim Barton.

Dartmouth i'86)
hauona Cowpale

Baseball

TT.4.9•

WEST PALM. BEACH, Fla - Tim Wallach
hoping to finish his career with the Montreal
Expos, agreed to a two-year contract extension
worth $7 5 million Wallach. a 33-year-old third
baseman, will be pad $1.725.000 in each of the
1991 and 1992 seasons The extension calls for
a 9500,000 signing bonus and salaries of $3 5
minion in the 1993 and 1994 seasons
• • • •
CLEARWATER. Fla
Ken Howell. expected
lc) be the Philadelphia Phillies• ace this season.
Will be sidelined until at least June after surgery
was scheduled for next week for removal of a
Done spur from his throwing shoulder
• • • •
IRVING. Texas - Commissioner Fay Vincent
said that if the American and, National Leagues
ClOn't agree promptly on how divide $190 million
ml expanSiOn money, he would make the deciSign for them Meanwhile, the owners agreed in
principal to a Plan by Montreal Expos owner
Charles Bronfrran to sell the franchise to a
Quebec group headed by team president
Claude Brochu There was no formal vote or'
'he deal
• • • •
DALLAS - The use of smokeless tobacco by
baseoail personnel will be banned this season
at all batparks in tour rookie and short-seasbn.
Class A leagues. commissioner Fay Vincent
announced The ban will be enforced in the
Pioneer and Gulf Coast (rookie). and Norihwesr
and Apparacman (Class Al leagues The statement sad the commissioner's oftce will monitor
the leagues and depend or umpires to enforce
he ban on a day bass

Golf
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla - Joe Lloyd shot a 67
,r his f rst PGA tournament and tied Ray Floyd.
Dan Haidorson and Jodie Murl•fl for the top spot
in the Honda Classic Curtis Strange, who lost a
payoff Monday in his continuing attempt to
snap a 21 -month winless streak, was in a large
group at 68. Also at that figure was Paul Az•nger. victim of a telephone call that led to his clisclual•f•catton last week, along with Brad Faxon,
Ken Perry, D A Webring, Robert Thompson,
Ardrade arid John Daly. Greg Norman and
defend -rig c'arroion John Huston were another
stroke back at 69
• • • •
POWAY, Calif - Robin Wahon, Manna Foyer
and Caroline Keggi, aft winless on the LPGA
Tour, carded 695 to tie for he lead after '8
holes of the Inamori Classic Five players were
tied for second Tina Barrett, Laura Daves.
Judy 0 ckinsor. Shelley Hamlin and Judi Peron
'were -a: - 7C

Season field goal records
HigtleS`, CO. ege basisetbai averages,
by class of payer

74.6

Se- - ugip'/
1
4
Steve
Jonnson
„ N„ _
..-egor State 8 , j ,

71 0
Steve Johnson,
Oregon State (80)
72.2 SoPnomore
Dwayne Davis,
Fiorda 85
66.5 iresnrnan:
SkIney Moncilef,
Artuansas l'76)
,Gir,E „1.atior,3,Co.iagiata ittabc Assooatior.._
Irtuu•aunc41.11464 HCLJAES

W rigs said Geani will have the surgery On
March t4 in Los Angeles to remove a bore
SOur
WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick Division W L T Ptife GF GA
1•Y Rangers
34 23 '2 80 261 2'6
P•rtaturgh
34 30 4 72 288 26C
Phitadvphia
3/ 29 9 71 227 219
hew Jersey
28 29 12 64 240 228
Washington
29 32 6 64 214 231
hiv islanders
22 38 9 53 194 252
Adorns Drisieion
i-Boston
38 22 9 85 258 234
-Montreal
35 26 8 78 238 213
1-Burlal0
25 25 17 67 736 229
213 31 9 65 204 23;
Caeca(
13 43 12 38 194 3%
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
NOI/1111 Dhoteicii•
W L T Pts GF GA
.-Si Loun
40 18 10 90 273 2
,
13
iChicago
40 22 6 86 232 178
armor
30 32 8 68 243 259
Minnesota
22 33 13 57 212 228
Torontc
19 41 9 47 210 286
Smythe Division
A-geies
392' 8 86 289 215
..Cagary
39 22 7 85 289 215
Edmonton
31 12 5 67 229 229
Atinn•pag
21 36 '1 57 234 253
Vancouver
2439 8 56 2'1 28C
i-cinched playon berth
Friday's Games
Chcago at &Mato 635 0 rn.
W-asnington it Winnipeg. 735 p
phiedeania at Edmonton 835 l)

Evans,Lax lift...
(Cont'd from page 8)
stripe.
-Calloway was only 22;of-'43
from the line during the game, a 51
percent mark that combined with
their 17 turnovers to make the
game a long and nail-biting affair.
"Free throw shooting is nothing
but mechanics," said O'Rourke.
"But when you throw nerves into
mechanics, it really throws a
monkeywrench into the gears."
Nerves, however, didn't play as
much a part in the Lady Lakers'
troubles against Fulton County's
press. O'Rourke pointed 'out that
while Calloway had handled Marshall County's fabled pressure
rather easily in the district championship game, Fulton County's
defense was a beast of a different
height.
"Fulton County is much quicker
than Marshall County," O'Rourke
said, "and they're much taller.
They're pressing with a girl who is
6-foot and another who is 5-9, and
both of them are quick, too. We
could throw. over Marshall's press,
but you can't throw over someone
who's a foot taller than you.O'Rourke also noted that winning the district championship
game over Marshall County
brought some positive attention to
the Lady Laker program but also'
projected some negative pressure
toward the tournament•game.
"A lot of people felt we played
over our heads (against Marshall),"
O'Rourke said. "So I borrowed a
line from (Marshall coach) Howard
Beth: I told the ladies, let's go out
and prove to people that w•e are
who we are," O'Rourke said.

Boxing

Tennis
INDIAN WELLS. Cale: - Jim Courier served
aces at crucial points and upset second-seeded
Andre Agassi 26. 6-3. 6-4 in the third round of
tie Cnampions Cup C04.4101, the 16th seed,
advances to the quarterfinafs of the $t million
tournament, where he will play No. .7 Emilio
Sanchez of Span Sanchez beat 10th-seeded
Andrei Cherkasov of the Soviet Union 6-3. 7-6
(7.2) In other matches. top-seeded Stefan
Edberg rallied behind a forceful serve-and volley game to defeat Darren Cahill of Australia
3-6, 7-5, 6-2 Edberg will face No. 9 Michael
Chang, a 6-3. 3-6. 6-4 victor over Wayne Ferreira No 3 Guy Forget of France rolled past
Derrick Rostagno 6-3. 6-1. Also advancing was
No 1' Mchael Stich of Germany, who defeated
FaOrce Santoro of .,France 4-6. 6-3, 6-4
• • • •
BOCA RATON, Fla - Stahl Graf payed her
first match in over a month, defeating le/low
German Anse Huber 6-0, 6-1 in the third round
of Virginia Slims of Florida. The top-seeded
Graf will lose her No i rankrng Monday to Mor,c.a Sales Jenniler Caprati, playing for the
second time in 16 hours, topped doubles partner Gig i Fernandez 6-3. 6-2. Other winners
were No 2 Gabnela Sabatini, No 3 Mary Joe
Fe•randez Re;^a Pach,
ova and Claudia
. Porwick.

College basketball

MADRID, Spain-- Internationa Box rig Federation super middleweight championl undo .1-401mes kept his crown with a spiit-decison victory
over Antoine Byrd The 33-year-old champion is
44-5-1 We' 36 knockouts
• • • •
NEW YORK - Evander Rolyfieid. who,won the
undisputed heavyweight championship of the
world, is the Fighter of the Year for 1990 in the
opinion of the Boxing Writers Association of
Arnenca Horyfield beat out Julio 'Chavez, the
World Boxing Council and International Boxing
Federation junior wehtenveght champion, for
me honor. -armed tile Edward J. Neil Attat

Pro basketball
There's rotiging like a streak to get the best out
of the Phoenix Suns Tom Chambers' 19 loot
last-second iumper Thursday night lifted Phoenix 10 a 106-104 victory over Atlanta and gave
the Hawks their first home loss after 22 consecutive victories
Just call us the Streak breakers," Phoenix coach Cotton Fitzsimmons
said 'We have been breaking the streaks, arc
we'll take t•tern
Phoenix has stopped a
16-game winning streak by the Los Angeles
Laken. 11 -game winning streaks by the Port
Land Trail Blazers and the Detroit Pistons, and a
seven-game winning streak by the Bostoris Cef
tics. They also ended the New York Kr, cks
- season-high winning' stream at •five games-

NORFOLK, Va - Old Dominion basketali
woo- Tom Young. suspended during-Me season for an altercation with an opposing player,
was fired The Monarchs were 14-18 this season, but advanced to The championship game
of the Sun. Bat Conference tournament before
losing to South Alabama 86-81. Young was
90-87 in six years at ODU Young was suspended tor two games and six days of practice
because he was bumped by a Western Kentucky player arid followed him into the locker
room No blows were exchanged, but ODU suspended Young. say ,ng it was unprofessionai
conduct

I.

Atlanta's last loss at home was 104-103 to M
waukee on Dec 7 Chambers scored '5 c' s
26 points in the final period as the Suns won
their fourth consecutive game
*In other games, it was Indiana 145. Denver
125, Seattle 91, Minnesota 96, Houston 122,
Dallas 90, Milwaukee 99, the Los Angeles Lakers 94. San Antonio 111, New Jersey 99. and
Golden State 122, Cleveland 92
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Allentc Divialon

W

L Pct.

Boston

Hockey
For the past couple of years, winning has beer
tough enough for the Quebec Nordiques - let
alone winning when they trail after two periods
Thursday night, somehow they found a way
Everyone worked really hard and everything
IJst went right,- Joe Sakic said after scoring
two goals to lead the lowly Nortidues to a rare
comeback victory over thre New York Rangers.
4-2 We did some things tonight we haven,
.
Deer doing,Aut wrsertanty did it Tonight Not
only did the Nordiques end an 11 -game winless
streak, but it was the first time in more than two
years that they won a game after fratting at the
start of the third period Prior to Thursday
nights game in Quebec. they were 0-84-5 in
such games in the past IWO years, including
0-34-3 this year The last time the Nordiques
won when trailing after two periods was on Feb
21. 1989. with a 4-3 decision over Winnipeg a period of 165 games
•In other NI* games. it was Pittsburgh 3, Los
Angeles? Detroit 2, the New York Islanders 0.
Toronto 3, Vancouver 3, St Louis 5, Boston 5.
and Cagary 4. Philadelphia 2.
• • • •
DETROIT - Detroit's Gerard Gallant will
undergo back surgery next week arid will miss
the remainder of the NHL season The Rea

44 16
33 26
28 32
4.
*:st•Yitgror
22 37
Mann
19 40
Neer _lamer
19 41
Central Divnaion
Chcago
42 15
Oetton
18 23
44triuiell
37 21
Atlanta
34 26
indiana
29 31
Cierttland
21 38
Charkre
17 42
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divieion
W L
Utah
40 18
San Antonio
38 18.
HouSlon
35 24
Daus
_
22 37
Orlando
20 39
19 39
a
Deriver
16 42
PlICOIC Olvni0A
Portland
45 14
LA Lakers
42 11
40 19
31 28
GolO
Pr'el".
en Stare
30 29
S."'
LAC
.
xicipm rs
20 39
16 41
Sacramento
Fritley's Games
Anima at Idiarn 6 30 p m
Dom.. at Orlando 630 pm
PhOenix it VIeShingeon 7 pm
Utah al Chicago , 300m
Boston at LA Clppers 930 pm
Cieveland at Sacramento 9 10 p

733
559
467
373
322
317

GB
104
16
21,
24.
25

Pcs

763
700
678
525
508
339
281

• • • •
FULTON CO.
9 -32 17 58
CALLOWAY co
14 46 59 76
F rcn (58)- Kinney 26, Cobb 9, Barber 8,
Bei•etv 6. Elam 5, Lewis 4, Curtin, Holloway FG
1 8:60, FT 2112, 34 rebounds, 29 fouls
Calloway (76) - Evans 23, Shelton 20, Lax
18. Paul 7, I-4ornbuckie 4, Catherson 2, Waldrop
1 Damen 1, Stalls. Mitchell, Lambert FG
_21
-FT43,- 26 • rebounds, 26 louts
Records - Fulton Co 16.", Calloway Co
'2-12

GB

Loyola II 75, Butler 62
St Louis 92 Marquette 82
livi■ Oho 66 Devon 59
North Atlantic Conference
Semifinals
Mane 71 Boston U 58
Nonneastern 71 Hartford 59
Ohm Valley Conference
Champ•onehp
MJRFiAT STATE 74 Mod" Tenn 6"
Southeastern Conference
First Round
-ernessee 9.4 tAisSasSppi 135
Southwest Conterenc•
First Round
Texas AStA 57 Tomas 74Ch 46
Trans Amens. Athletic Conference
Championship
Georgia St 80 Art -.me Rock 60
Weetern Athletic Conference
Quarter/mats
Bigham Young 69 Condrado St 56
inawai 68 Near Mecca 67
„gall 67 San Chaco St 56
Wyoming 71 Te.a6•Ei Paw 6-

NCAA opening sites
First- and second-round ries for the 53rd annual
hCAA Drvision I baskiebaii tournament
EAST
Goa rield itcuse. Collage P.C. Ald . March t4 and
16
Canner Donw Syracuse hl Y March '5 AMC /7
SOUTHEAST
Hall. LOulada
. Imre, 14 and 16
'he Omni Atlanta Ga March 15 arid 17
MIDWEST
kletrodome lanneapoks 1Ann March 14 and 16
Dayton Arena. Dayton Oho March 15 and 17
WEST
Huntsman Center Sall Lae City :A March 14 arc
16
McKa4 Center Tuscon An
1.4arrin i5 end 17

MIDWEST
-ekana 75 1Annesota
sa 79 •It1r•VIeSler• 76
FAR WEST
Anitlea sr ONO'
, 7 hi
a•fona St 87 Oregon 84 OT
^ai'ornia 75 ,Stantord 70

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

geliou You
"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
-.--.753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat, 9-5:30

fLEX 11
GYMS

No Contract

S25 A Month
Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
759-4955

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

INSTANT SAVINGS

Holland Tire Co.

The Trane Instant Savings Check'Offer
Single Package Electric Cooling and Gas Heating System

Buy and install a high efficiency Trane single package electric cooling and
gas heating system between March 4 and May 31, 1991 and receive $100
in instant savings checks. Enioy year-round comfort, supenor quality and
savings. Because the dependable Trane system controls energy costs all
- summer. As well as all winter.
Get the best products, instant savings checks
and expert
service from your
Man from Trane.

235-75-15 A/S
Uniroyal Larado Pull Offs

$50

Friday Night Buffet

Offer available from
particroating dealers Offer rtrxt
available to s•mtractors or builders
dualdprig models YCC 2-4 ton
single phase YCH 4 5 too smile rime. YCD 3-5 ton wig* phase

UNIROYAL
Per Tire

Mounting & Balancing Included

Open Sat. 8 a.m. - Noon

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

753-0045

Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Fula Round

Damn 71. Evansville 59

753-8355

5
14
15
25
28

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar. Includes Drink $ 95

Murray

TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Continence
Championship
Penn St 81 George Wash•nglon 75
Ell tam Conleronce
First Round
Villanova 74. Boston CCAlepe 73
Metro Athletic Conference
First Round
Fionda Si 65 South Carolina 55
Louisville 83 Southern 1.4ss 76
Memos St as %line 77
0-9nia Teo" 75 C,nonnat 69

Third8°
44..
Ohio Co 62 Breaunnidge
Co 47
Oaensboro Apollo 84 Munienberg South 60
Fourth Region
Bowling Green 61 Pertain Simpson 60
10th Region
Curt Co 70 Pans 51
11th Region
leehIV Clev 48 G•tehith
47
I Sth Region
Second Round
Body 88 Palms,. 68
Shaw Valley 55 kiicE1Covveit 54
Girls
First Region
Graves Co 77 Reit:nano 57
CALLOWAY CC 76. Colon Co sp
Second Region
First Round
West Hot:duns 75 Lyon Co 41
nentlerson Co 66 Hopkins-v.1e 60
Fifth Region
Washington Co 62 LaRue Co 60
Central i.arclin 79 Two. Co 37
'Sixth Region
Semifinal
Lou -Holy Cross 78 Lou Valley 55
Lou Southern 55 Lou Fanlike 43
Seventh Region
Semifinal
Lou Ballard 61 Lou Manual 51
Mercy 88 Jenersontown 35
Eighth Region
Fine Round
Ordram Co 62 Bollitt Central 54
Owen Co 57 Anderson Co 41
Ninth Region
ndependence Simon icenton 61 Cow Hoienes 48
Campbeil Co 47 Beachwood '5
12th Region
Russet Co 59 Casey Co 17
Boy* Co 17 Samar,
/ Co 41
•
1311. Region
Clay Co 85 Pineville 33 •
Cunixo
,
and 56 Wh•ritry Co 55
14111 Region
First Round
:Mae CO 87 Wait Co 29
OMEN', Co 63 Letcher 54
16th Region
Ashand diner 66 Gireenup Co 32
Rowan Co 66 East Carter 28
R.,issell 61 Boyd Co 54
Nest Carter 66 Mendes Co 41

901 Sycamore

24
-

'259

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

753-8355

Souther, Cai 75 Washington h•
JCLA 86 Washington St 64

Regional tournaments

The Insurance Center of Murray

(This Week's Special;
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries
• Special Good

Chestnut St

901 Sycamore

David King

Tim Herndon

Ale

.14
5
MIA
20A

,10,0e

•

"Your more than one company agency."

"I have several A & A+ Rated
health companies with good rates'

is overstocked with

thru March 9

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Major college scores

That line helped Calloway get
off on the fast track, outscoring
Fulton County 12-3 behind 3-pointers from Lax and Evans.
Fulton cut the lead to 14-9 at the
end of the quarter and scored at the
start of the second to pull to within
three, but Evans drilled another
long shot and Lax tossed in two
free throws
for a 19-11 cushion.
_
It was 21-1.4 when Lax hit two,
free throws, forced a Fulton player
to walk with the ball, then added a
3-point shot for a 26-14 lead.
Lax then stole an inbouncis pass
.and tossed underneath to Paul for
another basket. Lax stole another
inbounds pass and Evans grabbed
an offensive rebound, was fouled,
and sank both free throws at the
5:30 mark for a 3014 lead. Evans
therrnailed a fast-break layup off
Shelton's assist, • completing -an
11 -point streak and guiding the
Lady Lakers to,.a 46-32 halftime
lead.
Calloway now advances to meet
Graves County in Monday night's
Second semifinal game. Graves, the
tourney favorites, defeated Reidland 77-57 Thursday behind Christy Henry's 21 points and a 17-1
opening advantage. Graves County
is also the last team to beat the
Lady 'Lakers, who have now. won
four straight to even their record at12-12,

1

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Looking for Health Insurance

737
623 6
607 7
567 94
483 144
356 22
218 26

690
667
593
373
339
320
276

SCOREBOARD

(Coned from page 8)
playing well right now."
Kelvin Hammonds hit a free throw
King, who tossed in 17 points
before Coble buried a 3-pointer.
and blocked three shots, thinks this
Middle got as close as six, but Racer team will have
the same kind
Coble hit a fadeaway jumper and:
of success in the tournament that
after another Middle score, Jackson
the other two he has played on did.
brought the crowd to its feet with a
"You can't ask for anything
one-hand tomahawk monster jam. more
than this," King said. "This
That was followed by a Coble twoteam knows what it 'takes, and I
hander on the break which gave the feel
very confident about it. We
Racers a ten-point lead.
know what we have to do to win in
King then scored on - a 3-point the
tournament."
play Jones scored a stick-back, and
"We have to congratulate MurKing buried a 3-pointer to give the ray
State," said MISU coach StewRacers a 66-50 lead with 8:40 left. art,
whose team is hoping for the
The Racers were never threatened
NIT with a 21-9 record. "They Aid
after that.
a great job and deserved to win the
"John really got the crowd going
championship. I know
repwith That dunk;' said Coble, who resent-tele-ague well 'in the NCAAwas 6-of-8 in the second half when
Tournament."
he tossed in 13 of his 15 points.
Newton also thinks the Racers.
"We're peaking right now, we're
who have won nine in a row and 11
playing very well."
of their last 12, are peaking head"He used his quickness tonight." ing into the NCAA.
Newton said. "We put in a few•
"There's no question we're playthings, tried to front Kidd and get ing the best basketball of our
some help from the backside. John son right now,- Newton said. sea"We
did a nice job tonight."
were able to put together two pretty
"We wanted to make them throw •••
hasketbali-games."
the ball over us and turn it over."
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 4671
Ingram 2•7 2•2 6. Taylor 8-19 4-5 25, Kidd 5-6
Jackson said. "They did that a few
Ha7r Mon& 3.11 1-2 7, Christian 6-12
times and we got some easy buck- .2-2C '5, Vance
0-0 2, Clifton 1-4 0-0 2. !Lick
• -2,' Corder -20 .1-0 0 Totals 26-61 9-12
ets because of ii We wanted to
make sure we blocked him off the
MURRAY STATE (79)
.
0..poe 1. :5 0-1 15, Jackson 5-7 4-6 11, JOreS
boards."'3 23 1 3 21 Aiier 2-,0 4-49. K ng 5-- 5-7
Jackson and post partner Jones '7, Adams 1-4 0-, 2. Gumm 0-0 1.2 1 Tota.s
thinks the Racers arc playing their 30-70 1 5-24 79
.
. • • • •.
best basketball of the year going Ha.h.me--Murray St -36. Middle Tenn .34
3 oo,nt goals-Mode Tenn 6-19 (Taylor
into the NCAA Tournament.
5-10,
Hammonds 0-4,
1-3, Clifton 0-1, Buck "Early on, when we won the ; Murray St Christian
4-18 (Coble. 1-6, Jones 0-1
(San Juan) Shootout, we were play- monds, S. King 2i6) Fouled out-Kidd, HamFlebOundS-Middle Tenn 36 (Kidd 111,
ing well." Jones said. "We had that 1.4,.-ay St 44 (Jones 18). Assists-Middle
Tenn 14 iChrstan 8:, Murray St. '8 (Allen 5)
mid-season slump and everyone Iva;
lo.:•s-Miitclie Tenn 20, Murray St '
pulled together and we're reall.• 4-5 CCC

Season free thwow
'accords

Holland Tire c606
5
Co.

gi

802 Chestnut St.

E. Main & Industrial Road

753-8181
S
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Actions& Reactions Racers
pack bags...
NCAA Tournament

NMI
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Wilkinson attacks
Jones, calls him
indecisive, afraid

-

Epsilon Sigma Alpha International proclaimed the week of March 4
through 8. for the Alpha Mu Chapter 4760, Saint Jude's Children's
Recrct 11i 1rels.. Pictured above _with )44yor.Bill Chetry_and
Judge- Ge6rge Wealss, is i top row from left) Nlarzaret- Terhune, president of Alpha Mu, Helen Steffen. publ.tit chairman and Helen
(..mpbeH. education director.

Hello
Stranger!

MURRAY
is A

SeaFching for answers to 6:I
who what where question,
-aho.,r ror
t) new city'
A.
WELCOME
er,sentatve. n -s rri v

,t

get over

f,1

:: Crldi (itiO/L
Town

WACO%

;rob to netrthe hurdles of ne,m,-;

rew :omer
6, bringing sou some useful
4-s CommLn
ity ,nfo Advice on
,e.,anie business ir' your new
nror.ntorhood An more Can
I

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gov_
Wallace Wilkinson delivered a
harsh attack on his lieutenant governor Thursday, calling Brereton
Jones indecisive and afraid to take
a stand on any controversial issue.
Wilkinson told the Kentucky'
Forest Industry that Jones has failed to serve the state and that his
wife, Martha. has been the real
lieutenant governor for the past
three years.
"Everyithing that I haven't been
able to do or couldn't get to she's
done," Wilkinson said.
The first lady and Jones are
among five candidates seeking the
Democratic gubernatorial
nomination._ During his speech to the industry
group. Jones said the governor was
criticizing him because "the last
poll showed us two-to-one ahead
(in the race). I found that when
people start attacking you, they
dOn't attack you if they don't think
you're in a position to win."
Jones said later that the over. v.'helming majority of our people.
are sC) sick and tired of mudslinging in political races that I'm just
not going to involve myself in
th,a t.

The Kentucky Education Reform Act
Student Testing
Local school districts have iniplemented several new educational
programs because of the package of
laws known as the KERA (Kentucky.
Education Reform Act), which has
been recognized across the nation as
one of the most innovative and potentially the most influential legislative
effort ever undertaken to improve
education. The Kentucky State Department of Education has provided
information for the community on
many of these changes and the reasons for them. This is the sixth in a
series. For more information contact
the Murray City Schools at 753-4363
or the Calloway County schools at
753-3033.
-Have you heard your child talk
about "achievement tests." those
statewide and in some cases. nationwide) 'end-of-the-school-year -tests
ith multiple-choice answers and
space. to fill in with soft-lead pencils.'
. For years, teachers and principals'
• throughout the nation have used the
.,:ores from those tests to make
Important decisions about students.
Some people used' the scores for
:ntended puposes: to rank distric
ts.
schools, and even students.
.While achievement tests measured
certain kinds of learning. they did not
a:vvays give educators and parents a
rcc measure of each child's abilities
.,7L; progress.

In Kentucky educatorsavill sobn be
Using new ways to measure that
progress. The new system is called
"performance-based." Instead of measuring only what students know. it
will measure what students can do
with what they know. The state will
set learning goals in subject areas that
are important for each child's success.
State-mandated assessment will no
longer yield individual scores, hut
school scores.
Schools will be responsible for
helping children meet learning goals.
Schools that do ell %ill receive
bonus money to spend on school
programs and more freedom from
state regulations. Less successful
SChOOIS
ii! get expert.. help to make
improvements. Schools with major
academic problems will - face sane.tions and could lose students to more

I.

The object is for each school to
become better and better at its mission
--- teaching children -- and for all
Kentucky children to have the same
opportunities to loam and succeed.
With this nos %s ,tern, iuns still we
be able to tell h•,,s our district ranks
with neighborrc distri( ts '
The Department of Education still
place its eirttas-s on a distrcj
in comparison Itself: as intent is to
stress school vs.o'cs. Performancebased testmg measus progress.
Schools
compeution stith

• •• " • a.srvr

vesf.

0.,flarle 753 3079
169ehorg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

New Rotarians

Remember the 10th
For City New‘paper Carriers
-1,.:4P„:••••• "
1 ;

rncnt \
in.en and
,:saie cost and
don t pa;.
I'XlCkCi.N

t

Murray Rotary member Gene Schanbacher. left, welcomes new Rotary members Dr. Ronal
d kurth, Viola
Miller and Robert Lee Thursday. The three made presentations about themselves
and their work and
personal experiences.

Murray Ledger & Times

Enter Our
Coloring Contest!
Watch for your
March 18th
edition of

1st Prize S10
sit;
2nd Prize

Classified Ad
Sale!
March Only —
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

Murray Ledger & Times

and enter
to win!
P 4
O•
=

FREE

iI c

••

(6 days-2 days free. 9 days-3 days free)

•
V

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:

Every Bunny
Loves
To Color!

V
V
V
V

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is"
already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.
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themselves, not others.
How will we know ifone school or r
;district is meeting state goals? 't.
Each school district will be required to publish an annual report that
informs the public "about its performance in several critical areas.
Will my child still get a report
card";
The Kentucky Education Reform
.Act does not tell schools or districts
how to inform parents about student
performance. If you have been receiving a report card, you will probably
continue to get one.'inlay take a new
form and nit* contain additional
information.
Will the state still require standardized fount; in the schools'
Yes. hut the KERA requires a
performance-based assessment program in place. of the. paper-and-pencil
-achievement teS-t, on a samplcof each
school's students. Results will he
- generated for .schools hut not for
individual students-.
Which grades and skill areas must
he tested.'
Beginning in 1991-92. a sampling
of students in grades four, eight. and
twelVe must be tested in the areas of
reading. mathematics, w ming. sci-ence. and social studies.
The new system rewards schools
that hays more and more students
meeting the state S' learning goals.
What about sr hoots where students it.'
not d_r) Az% ttII._
•
Those schools still have
to develop
improvement plans.
Witi test st-,2res be the 'iris critcriion
to determine sw
No. Test scores will most likely..
play ah important role, hut other areas
such as-attendance. dropout rate. and
student attitude u
riri%
rot('
What happens when a .ce hoot does
not reach its impovement---vrrals:'
Schools with unacceptable levels in
performance can be called "schools in
crisis.- and the teachers can he placed
on probation. The state v•ould offer
several kinds of support and assis_
lance.
Wu will the need.s ofstudents vs ith
harktt: appirtz orlditi,,ns he met when
the state .sets learn:ng
1.'" all
hildren'
The Council • on School Performanc-.e Standards. which is letting the—
states efforts to establish the learning
goals. is forming committees. Members of those committees represent
mariy. different advocacy groups. including groups that focus on the needs
,of ch!ldren vvith handicaps. -

753-1916

,01101
10111 N•

to place your ad.
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Ford pushing again
for bill to form
uranium enrichment
government corporation
U.S. Sen. Wendall Ford is again
.attempting. .to get a bill through
Congress that would place uranium
enrichinent production under the
direction of a government-owned
corporation, according to a published report.
The hill would be the first step
leading toward privatization of the
industry that is now owned by the
U.S. Department of Energy.
according to the report.
The DOE owns a plant in Paducah — operated by Martin Marietta
Energy Systems Inc. — which
employs around _1,600 people.
The passage of the bill is crucial
now' because it is linkod to the
future of a new enrichment technology known as Atomic Vapor
Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS),
the report said.
President Bush earlier this year
put AVLIS on hold when he failed
to recommend funding necessary to
select a site for AVLIS. Paducah is
a possible site for the new facility.
Federal officials said site selection would resume if the restructuring bill is approved, according to
the report
The bill has been approved five
times in the last four years, but
each time the bill has died due to
inaction. by the House, the report
said.
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Murray firemen
attend seminar
Five members of the Murray Fire
Department recently participated in
a fire service management and
--training seminar on Feb. 23-24 in
Owensboro.
The following arc the classes
taken: Deputy Chief Pat Scott —
"Contemporary Fire Service
Issues:" Code-Enforcement Officer
Artie Haneline
"Contemporary
Understanding and Working with
the New Kentucky Life Safety
Codes:" Capt. Frank English —
"Company Officer, the Most
Important Rank in the Fire Service:" engineer Ronnie Barnett —
"Mass Casualty. Multi-Agency
Incidents;" engineer Amos McCarty — "Multi-Family Structure
Fires."
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Names of Desert Storm
dead sought for addition
to Frankfort monument
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appointment of learning their husband or son wouldn't-be among the
first to come back.
Hertherington is assigned to the
2nd Battalion, but only some of the
soldiers from each battalion will be
home this weekend, said post
spokesman Bill Harralson. He said
the familieK will be notified as
soon as a iist is available of who
actually boards the planes to head
home.
The Hertheringtons married last
June and he.was sent to the Persian
Gulf in September when her pregnancy was just becoming obvious,
Mrs. Hertherington said.
The last letter she got was dated
Feb. 20. before the ground war
began. and in it. he promised to
come home.
"I will be fine, because I have
you and the kids and the new baby
to come home to," he wrote. Mrs.
Hertherington has a 12-year-old
daughter, ..1i11._ and a 10-year-old
son,. Christopher. from a previous
marriage.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Larry Hopkins should ask Armour
Food Co. to keep its Louisville
meat plant open since he took campaign money from its parent company, his opponent in the Republican governor's race said Thursday.
Larry Forgy, in a news conference, ridiculed the congressman's
"close relationship" with ConAgra
Inc. of Omaha, Neb.
ConAgra, which bought Armour
Food from the Beatrice Corp., has

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
25-year-old Kentucky man has
been arrested in Minnesota and
charged with the February robbery
of a western Kentucky bank,- FBI
officials said Thursday.'
Jeffrey Jamar of the bureau's
Minneapolis office and Terry T.
O'Connor in Louisville said Duane
Brian Bigger was arrested Wednesday in Ogema. Minnesota, on the
basis of a federal complaint filed
against him this week in
Owensboro.
The complaint alleges Bigger
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l()DAY'S('HILDREN are fun-losing and generous hut like to take
charge. Ambitious and hard-working. they can become
highly impatient si. ith
people %%110 NY ask'them talents. Their self-discipline is a
big plus if they decide
to pursue a v•arcer in the arts. They are dedicated to
perfecting their craft.
O utgoing and hospitable.Zst
t
•,4 Pisces lose to gise big parties. Their gUests
will include people of' all. es ind backgrounds,.
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A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
For car, home, business and family quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs. Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service.

1

BETTER SWINT GARAGE CO.
Motor, Ky • (502) 674-5530
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Daily
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Abby. please give this message to
your readers: If you can't quit smoking for yourselves, please do it for
those who love you.
HEARTBROKEN IN INDIANA

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast SpeCial - Sat. & Sun
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
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To all interested citizens of Murray. Kentucky. The Ky.
Department of Local Government is accepting applications
under the 1990 Community Development Block Grant(CDBG)
Program. The City of Murray will be submitting an application
for assistance in constructing a water tower and extending a
sewer line to serve Fisher-Price and Murray Industrial Warehousing. The public hearing will be held on Friday, March 15.
1991.at 10:00 a.m.in the Council Chambers at the Murray City
Hall. The purpose of this hearing is to review the proposed
application and to solicit public comments.
A copy of the CDBG application will be on file at the Murray
City Planner's office at 200 Andrus Drive for citizen review and
comment during the business hours from Friday. March 8. thru
Friday. March 15, 1991. comments on the proposed application
may be submitted to the attention of the Mayor until Friday
,
March 15 1991.
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DEAR ABBY:Thank you tit- our
icontinuing efforts to get pk.pi.- ti
quit smoking. My beloved brother died last week
He was a special person. loved tv
many. He was a good Christian and.
we find some •corrifOri in knov‘ing
that he is with our Lord. hut selfishly. we want him here with us now
He knew that cigarettes could kill.
but he never thought it would happen to him. He loved us and did not
want to cause us all this pain :old

DEAR ABBY:On April 5. I read a
letter in your column in the Rocky
Mountain News that did something
for me that nothing else was able to
do. It made me decide to quit smoking.

Lag

• j.

* * *

City Of Murray Public
Hearing Notice

,

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

believe! will neverbe able to call ler
on the phone again to gossip and
giggle as only sisters do. God. how I
miss her!
',asked her doctor what actually
killed her, and without batting an
e,Ne, he said,"Cigarettes!" Now I feel
so guilty because I, her-older sister,
smoked-. Thank God. I was able to
quit in time. She tried to quit. but it
was too late for her.
Her husband and children are
inconsolable. I have learned a lot
from this terrible experience. A
smoker has a lot more to worry about
than dying. My sister's stay in the
hospital with lung cancer wiped out
her family financially.
Abby. why do advertisers make
cigarette ads so attractive? Instead.
they should run a before-and-after
picture of a Once-beautiful worna,n
vomiting and bald from radiation
therapy.
I know this letter is too long for
your column, but if it will help just
one person to reach ineo her purse
i or his pocket and throw that pack
bf cigarettes in the trash, it will be
worth it.
GRIEVING

753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

Illoo,x“wv..zo.14,446t6/01.1J1616,,,,
•
pt'r motto,. Call I 4•11) `00,-MX

Doluze Models
Vinyl siding
$2,475
14 Car (12120)
$2.175
$2,175
Car
2
(11:20)
$3,575
13,175
Largo 2 Car (22:22)
$3,975
$3,675
2') Car (24:24)
$4,075
$4,175
k.argo 2'.4 Car (24130)
$1.675
Pus off ieye' iot & freight

WATCH. Center and in our city
and county schools.
"Murray Civitans have sponsored the annual Pancake Day for
about 30 years," said Hoyt Robercs
and Nick Horton, co-chairmen for
the event.
All Civitans have advance tickets for sale at 53 per person which
gives one all the pancakes they
care to eat. "Civitans are proud of
the quality of food and service we.
are able to provide our guests for
all these years," explains Prentice
Dunn and Goffield Vance, long
time veterans of Civitan Pancake
Days.

I could reveal her identity. She
said, "If you think it will help
just one person, go ahead."
So, orchids to you. Dorothy
Sosebee!-

DEAR ABBY: I am hurting more
right now than I ever have in my
whole life. My beloved younger Sister died nine months ago. I still can't,

ri,,

8 Pronounce
not guilty of
9 Former
French
coin
10 Garden tool
11 Aleutian
• island
16 As far as
18 Lamb's
father
20 Find a sum
22 Tossed
25 Morsel
27 Exist
29 The sun
30 Pedal digit
32 Sweet potato
34 Go astray
36 Salary
37 Frozen water
39 Cut
40 Soak up
43 Separate

0,5

robbed the Sacramento Deposit
Bank on February 26 using a
DEAR GLORIA: Yes, I will.
shotgun.
Here it is:
The bank robbery was investiDEAR ABBY: About a year and a
gated by the McLean County Sheriff's Office. the Kentucky State half ago. a woman wrote you a very
Police, the Ogema Police Depart- moving letter about her sister who
had died of lung cancer. Then a
ment and the FBI in both states. Denver
woman wrote to say that the
Officials said Bigger will be letter had caused
her to quit smoktaken before a U.S. Magistrate in ing. Please run them again. SomeDEAR FREE:She did sign her
Minneapolis for an initial one I love very much needs to see name, hut requested
that her
appearance.
those letters in print.
letter be signed "Grieving" if
. MeD. TORONTO.CANADA published.
If convicted of bank robbery.
However. I telephoned her to
Bigger could be imprisoned up to
DEAR WILLIAM: Here they tell her what a terrific impac
25 years and fined $10,000.
t
are:
her letter had made and asked if

by Jeane Dixon

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

1St

p

-Grieving.- whose beloved younger
sister had tied from lung C•irli'l•f.
Her doQvy bluntly stated. "C
rettes killed her."Grieving's- final paragraphs hit
me like a thunderbolt. Abby. please
tell -Grieving- that her letter mailsthis 32-year-old, fOur-pack-a-da%
woman reach into her pure and
throw her cigarettes in-the- trash' I've taken an oath never ti,
:sniiike
again. Too badshe didn't sign her name.
She deserves to be thanked publich
FREE IN DENVER

.someone sent Me the enclosed column you Wrote in 1986. Will you
please run it again?
GLORIA IN WINNIPEG

YOUR HOROSCOPE

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

fr-

•

DEAR ABBY

Kentucky man suspected of bank
robbery arrested in Minnesota

Comoretety erected• including concrete floors Not pre fab
Cafoenter built All duality rratenals
We offer you FREE estimates. references and
location of garages Tr your area, and wormer
*a-arty
With hardboard Wing
1", car (12:20)
2 Car (11:20)
Largo 2 Car (22/221
2 , Car (21:24)
Largo 2") Car (21130)

•

contributed 52,300 to Hopkins'
Forgy has asked Hopkins to sign
Hopkins can avoid the appearance
congressional campaign fund
a trust agreement that would preof being bought is to sign the trust
through a political action
clude Hopkins' personal use of the
agreement we gave him in
committee.
. money.
January."
Armour has said it will close its
"How can Larry Hopkins stand
Hopkins' campaign manager.
unionized Louisville plant on
up to Armour when he's taken
state
Sen. David Williams of BurkMarch 19 because it is obsolete. $2,300 from
them?" Forgy said in
esville, could not immediately be
About 900 jobs will be lost.
a statement. "The only way Larry
reached for comment.
The news conference was part of
a continuing attack by Forgy on
Hopkins' finances. Hopkins can
legally keep $664,000 in .congresby Abigail Van Buren
sional campaign funds if he retires
•v•
from Congress before Jan. 1.
DEAR ABBY: When everything
It was.written by a IA oin,1 -•igned

cc

:er
try
ith
!ty

.

Hopkins, recipient of PAC money, should stop plant closin

old triend'‘l hofaas sour hest interests
at heart. Business and tras el are a
-confidence and strong sense
successful combination Oils month.
of responsihilits make you a natural
VIRGO i Aug. 2-3 -Sept. '22.ii i
administrati r. He careful not to take
Transportaion and communication
on tiio Much work in July, You tiia
are in the spotlight. "Mindiis er mathas c to he apart from y our loved ones
ter- becomes your Immo. 1 he more
for business reasons in September.
independent you are. the [mire others
Late tall is the hest time for a second
5511 seek your company !
honeymoon. How about a weekend
LIBRA i Sept. 23-Oct. 22: Los ed
at a quiet country inn.' Business
one's emotions could be rather raw
booms as thevs inrer holiday s. dram.
right no-w Be -- nsiderate of • those
near.
whose feelings are easily hurt Tact
CELEBRITIES BORN ON %k ill head ottunhappy confrontations
.THIS DATE:actor Raul Julia.chess Gist: a relationship a second
chance.
champion Beibby-ris•cher. actresses
SCORPIO t Oct. 23-Nos.211: Try
Trish 'Van Des ere'
'zind JOyce Van
to get a better grip on y iiiir financial
Patten.,
affairs. You can promote your interARIES I March 217:V111191: \.Q ests, bet by letting Lopc pies ail: A
your own ;utilises a long, hard look
friend !flat'not Onite through - When
before questioning someone else's
the chips : re &mit. Per;ses ere!
intentions. Greater faith and trust w ill
S.- .[TR
AR
'S !Nos. 22-Dec.
make you ass inner in romance. Your
21 r ou has c a free hand todas hut.
partner looks to the future kk oh new
should maintain a low profile around
camfidence.
sensitise relatis es lo increase your
TAURUS I April 20-May 201:
capital. adopt a more consers atise
former lose coufd re-enter your life.
approach toward spending. Widen
A family gathering brings hack many
your so., i,.• • • •
fond memories. kealiie that another
CAPRI( ()RN Dec. 22-Jan. 191:
person's dependencs could cost you
Marital rapt), - ' ,ifid family unity are
some of your cherished freedom.
uppermost in y i air thoughts. Temper
GEM-ESI 4 \las 21 -June 20r It is
criticism w ith Yk ord.of praise. Small
tinie to ield to the wishes ot -y Our
fry sk ilkomply w ith your requests. A
male or partner! A sudden change in
chance encounter could lead to a
mil. el plans skill he an improseMeni 'delightful \
e pericnce.
On the 4114.1411iii affiat”...!eff1ti11%.
AQUARIUS iLin. 20-Feb. 1S r
.W1.1f• anihit 11 /11‘. in pri per perspec A change of pace or scenery w ill help
use.
recharge your batteries. A friend's
CANCER iJune 21 -Jul'. 221: actions both surprise and delight
sou.
Ins enlise thiuking ss ill help Noise a
An older person Show s admiration
lamily dilemma, hut di not evpect a for your grace under pressur
e.
!
miracle os ernight. Welcome suggesPISCES I Feb. I 9- March 20 r
tions from your lined ones. Roll up
Your ability to help others see things
!
.
.our
slev‘es and tackle housework.
in a more po,ato.e light w ins pill a
- LEO tJuly.23-Aug. 221: Childish
new admirer. Someone solicits your
spats offer both amusement and-- -desista
nce in getting a ma in project
aggras:Mon. 'frust the ads ice of an
off the ground. Request lull details

Answer to Previous Puzzle

The annual Civitan Pancake Day
is scheduled for Saturday, March
23. 1991 at Rudy's Restaurant on
the court square from 5 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Members of the Murray Civitan
Club will work as hosts, cooks and
service personnel. "The citizens of
Murray and Calloway County have
been supportive of this annual
fund-raiser and Civitans are deeply
appreciative of this," Civitan President Rowena Emerson said.
The Pancake Day provides funds
that the local Civitans use to help
finance programs that support
handicapped clients at the local

Murray Civitan representative Wayne Williams
presen
annual Civitan Pancake Breakfast to Murray Ledger ts tickets to the
& Times writer
Marianna Alexander. The breakfast to be held
at Rudy's Restaurant
downtowp, is set for Saturday, March 23,
from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF 'OUR LIFE:

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
on

PAGE 11

, Annual Civitan Pancake
4 Day set for March 23

Wife of Fort Campbell
soldier awaiting return
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
- Judith Hertherington is hoping
her husband is among the first 900
soldiers of the 101st Airborne to
come home - she'd like to
"squeeze his hand" when she goes
into labor.
"I hope he won't get too
shocked at how much weight I've
gained," said Mrs. Hertherington.
whose baby is due March 18.
"Hopefully he will still recognize me," she said of her husband.
Sgt. Frederick W. Hertherington.
She was among spouses and
children anxiously awaiting word
today on the names of 900 soldiers
from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Battalions of the Second Bi/gade, 502nd
Infantry expected back at this base
on the Tennessee-Kentucky border
this weekend.
Some wives made plans to greet
their husbands alone and some
went to decorate the post's headquarters to welcome the troops
home.
Other women had to face the dis-
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
The stenciling of names
committee overseeing renovation paration for engraving was in prealready
of the Kentucky Veterans War under way at Muldoon
Memorials
Memorial wants to add the names in Louisville, and
the names of
of Kentuckians killed in Operation those killed in the war with
Iraq
Desert Storm.
will simply be added.
The names will be engraved on a
• The 1986 General Assembly
black granite wall with those of appropriated 5348,
000 for the
13,000 Kentuckians who died in
monument renovation. Richardson
previous wars, committee member said additional money
was raised
Jim Richardson said.
privately and 515,000 was still
Richardson is superintendent of needed.
Frankfort Cemetery, site of the
At least three Kentuc
towering monument built in 1850. died in the Persian kians have
Gulf region
The Persian Gulf conflict coin- since fighting broke
out:
Marine
cided with the renovation, which Capt. James
K.
began more than four years ago.. Station, Army Thorp of Valley
Cpl. Kevin E.
The renovation plan included conWright of Louisville and Army
struction of a 32-foot-long wall Spec. 4 Donald
R. Myers, a Paduthat would bear names of Kentucky' cah reservist.
war dead since the War of 1812.
The exception is the Civil War.
Only fragmented records of ConVeterans' names or taxfederate casualties exist, and a list- deductible donations
can be mailed
ing of Union and Confederate dead to Kentucky Vetera
ns War Memorwould double the scope of the pro- ial, 215 East Main,
Frankfort, Ky.
ject, Richardson said.
40601.
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CLASSIFIEDS

I

•
'

•

010
Legal
Notice

•

320

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray will be carrying out routine
maintenance efforts this weekend in the City's
Water Treatment System. The planned work could
cause discoloration of your water at any time
beginning Friday evening, March 8. through
islonday,-, March 11. Should you notice any
discoloration, you can allow your cold water outlet
to run for several minutes to clear up the water. The
discolored water is not harmful to your health. It is
!ecommneded that you postpone the washing of
!othlrit during this penod since the clothing could
discolored from the s ater

_

02n

Legal
Notice

THE FAR SIDE

020

140

Node*

Notice

Notice

KUT &
KURL

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

VCR Service
\II Brand,
Ward-Elkins

WANTED
TO BUY

753-1713

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

Unless still in School
OF

College,

their

group hospital
insurance may have

fan-Illy

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

MURRAY Paris SDA
church school as sponsoring a fresh fruit/citrus prog
ram Lovely valencia oranges $17/box, large pink
grapefruit $15 50 box
'4 boxes available Orders
must be in by March 13
Pickup March 20
753-3589 489, 13
753-0835

expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free infor-

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
5-': Tier Fa.; :neat
82517:i $214 06 mo
Call Gene at 753-2617
*Pius Tax Title at Leer's/
48 No Closed End Lease

mation call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

By GARY LARSON

'Ns ,cr.al damn •ervtca'

GLASS Work for auto's,
homes, business, auto
glass plate glass, window
glass mirrors, glass table
tops Repair storm windows screens patio door
glass Replace distorted insulated glass MSG Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180
SWEET Nellie's Now Open
Daily New shipment ()ratfenville 527-1018 We are
different"

71*

mew YEAR

wry,c.AREER

ALLIANCE

St. Leo Church
now accepting bids
to mow and 1A Ced
the entire church
grounds.
Please
contact the rectory.
753-3876 for details of .ground lay- out and contract details. Contract will
run from April I.
1991 thru March
31,1992. Bids must
be in writing and
submitted no later
than
Sunday.
Mao h 17, 1991.

1-800-334-1203

Orme SPICE

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country, 2.2
acres.'28.500.
Call (618)
548-2846

a

ciit", LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-T
RAILER
0..G.,
, .
5YARty

y_NFOS REIT
Crose
.

to Court
Square on 50 St.
S160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

gem-,0

Houdin' s final undoing

S
vviaso

Exyaris

?"'

•
L4

-

EXPERIENCED waitress
Apply in person at Maiestic
Royale in the Holiday Inn
No phone calls please

_

rJ

CHURCH CONSULTANT
United Church Directories
is looking for a hardworking, success-onentect individual to work pan-time-in a
sales poblic reiation.s post
bon Must have morning
and evening hours available Our 26 years of exper
ienoa has proven that females as well as males are
equally successful You will
be contacting area chur
ches of all faiths Bonuses
gas allowance incentive
programs and expense
paid training school Send
resume to Floyd Braun PO
Box 407 St Mary s CI45885

'1

sc

S.

Doti,

isek
_

Iio

om-•4

On,

LABORATORY SOPERNISOR-,- -Murray State tni
versal.

:or f

_ 001-8E .1%457 A 3AeTHAT'S '"

i

z
•

:4 MtC4

Al

R0CUS:rA
,CL4!
1

0kror AIP-48E OAS" A
TEEN5a Er Of CONCEALER
PAVIA ZUST TIAICH Of
8. .J50 A taftE EYEUNER

77
. AND GEL!
I NEED GEL!!

OM Pi
GEL AND A
S11111/46
WAND!!

1115T POINT 1
ThE,',AMERA
AT TO.00ORIT5 ALL 0110
AIM WILL Evfle
'tEr. Of MER
/Power

i

SNI0FrcxS)
REALLY EAT.
t-V-W'crc
_

*cif

Position

in

Student

Health Services H S degree
m Medical Technoll_igy or ap
propnate science required,
certification as a medical
technologist by an acceptable
agency; a minimum of two
years of clinical experience
required: supersisory expen•
ence preferred hut no man
datory Must he able to per
form,analysis and demon':
irate proficiency in a sanety
of routine and specialimai laboratory procedures Must
also demonstrate the ability to
operate different types of so
pinsucated electronic equipment ReSponsible fur quality ,
control programs and rnainte
nance of laboratory,. supplies
Full-time nine months, part'
time in the summer Salary
commensurate with qualifiLa
uuns and expenenue and •
comprehensise employee
benefits plan is provided
Applicants should submitre
sumes along anti ssOry re
euirements and names and
addresses of three references
to Roberta Garfield, Adrnini
orator, Student Health Set
vices, Murray State ljniser
sity, Murray, KY 42071 Pk

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.
Sssets under management
no% riser SII0 Billion

vabi
•
Ot

-;

,
-

't4z17.4;
Career Seminar
Thurs.. March 21. 1991
7:00 p.m.

r.74S 5 8

I M GOIN6 TO BE HONEST I
SO lF '
MINK 1 5140UL(2 WRITE TO PEGGY
JEAN,AND TELL HER HOW I'M
STill FASCINATE(' BY TI4E LITTLE
REP HAIRE' GIRL .

Executne Inn

50 LONE, PE66Y
JEAN;IT'S BEEN
NICE KNOWIN6 YOU!.

ACT NOW' Excellent
wages' -Spare time assembly Easy work at
home No experience Call
1-504 641-7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours including
Sunday

Firewood

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753 9808 474 8086

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932

BONUS INCOME '91'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T8J s cards
and gifts P 0 Box 430780
Soot Miami FL 33143

FAREWELL! Au REVOIR
CiAo!5AYONARAJ Amos!
AUF WIEDERSEMEN!

find Out what Met can do for
,vu Starting VICOITIC up to
$800 per wadi Beat trair.ing

the industry Complete
senclita package
Call John Baker, 502-443
535111to reserve yourplacc or
schedule an interview

3ffla Metropolitan life
..- nrkraale AFT-11.1ATID (Y.AIPAN1F.S
!.

As opal apporann• amptiwe
COP Mampotaw, :ft Inaosue
Co
Sop Y.1* •••1'

people. Fi;t41--or-part
time, all shifts.

LARGE trampoline tram
poline pad and cover
759 9610 after 5 30pm

4th & Chestnut
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or 'high
school diploma.. •You are
between the ages of 16 8
21 We are an E 0 E This
proiect is funded by the
Western -Kentucky Private
InduAry Council
TPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
aa m -11 30a m

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
Send for free price list and
'Collection A 15 different
U S coins 'Collections B
21 different foreign coins
$695 each, $1295 both
Post paid, 2 wk satisfac
lion guaranteed Free giftwith every inquiry C,hristo
pher s Coins 1605 West
Main, Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753•4161

Dut!es in-

clerk & computerized'
booteping Abbty in
XrUn WedriesdaY..
March 1 3 between 1 -

Murray Rental
& Sales
.200 E. Main St.
Nt)SV hiring! Patti's and 'sir
lilly Restaurant Part and
hill time employees for all
positions 502-162-X844 or
362-42s*

3 PIECE twin bedroom suit
with bed dresser with mirror, and chest $200
753-6268

NOW hiring day shift ,Full
and part-time positioe
available. Apply in person
at McDonalds

ANTIQUE walnut dining
table and 6 chairs 1725
See at Black Decorating
Center 701 S 4th St
Murray

PERN1..ANENT luilume pos.
rbon available - in different phases of laundry and dry
cleaning GoodiNorlungenvironrnent paid holidays
No experience necessary
We- entnuan -come-in and
complete application form
at Boone Cieaners 605
Main St Murray

FA(-TORN' LiIRE(-I
RNITURE Factory (NCITLITIS
citneacts, first quality merchanclise Odd sofas, Sealy
and Simmons mattresses, sec liunals. bedroom furniture,
some slightly damaged No
prices by phone Woodcrafters Murray, Ky Next to
Knurl

SALESMAN needed to sell
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious in
quiries only 901 642-6927
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

QUEENSIZE brass headboard bed $30, full size
wood headboard bed -$15
474 0124

SEARS premium roil away
VAN Mini bus driver Must
bed Extra firm support
be at least 23 years. old with
Single size innerspring
abi.ity to work with hand mattress $100 Like new
capped and have excellent
435 4589
driving record 4hr per day
maximum Apply al 702 SOFA 3 end tables dining,
Main 8am-3pm weekdays table with extra leaves and
4 chairs Call after 4 00pm
WENDY S is now hiring for
474 2789
day shift Must be available
between the hours of SOLID cherry entertain7 4pm Must be able to ment wall unit by American
work weekends Apply at Drew $350 After 5pm
store daily between 2 4pm 753 8099

f WILL keep and care for a
lady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Exper
ienced and good refer
ences 492 8510

FORD Ferguson tracto
Completely rebuilt new
tires 12V eiectnc system
$1600 Call days 753 9998
nights 436-2902

WILL babysa in my home
Mon Fri 759 4105

FARMALL Cub with tools
and mower
Sharp
753 1873

WOULD like to clean
houses Have references
436 5296
SKI/Row machine lyr old
$80 OBO 753 2001

isn
Want
To Ekry

UTILITY trailer
$250 753 4832

DUPLEX
quiet resid
University
$275 mo
753 2633

2BR duple
Appliance
$285mo

2BR Lease
Water furro
753 0087

LARGE 2b
garage mi
Mao $275
753-9898

3BR duple
435-4214

Full tilt

M'DODEN storage buildings 8x16 stars at$1095
10•16 $142450 12•24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502 247 7831

3BR family
living and
Central H A
frigeratoi
492-8634
A BRAND
plex 2br a
appliance
753-7688
nights

SNOW SKIS Olin 871 skis
180crn length Salamon
OLD Winchester rifles
747 bindings Salamon
single action Colt pistols SX 81 boots size 10 1O'4
civil war artifacts Guns. ,SKI TOTE carrier and 'SKI
swords etc Ask for Larry HIKER ski rack $475 firm
753-3633
Retail $1575 759-4819

EFFICIENC
for rent in lak
Panorama
place with
pliances fu
lease depci
required
436-2484

EXTRA nici
central H A
-furnished Vi
eman RE 7

MURRAY k
now aocepbr
for HUD 236
$150, max 3
$176 max $;
your income
tunny Housi
office 9 12 oi
Fri
NEW 2br
pliances en
owner occi
Ridgewood I
TAKING ap
section 8 re
apartments
rooms Apply
Hardin, K
502-437-411:

24ft'I:PERRY - travel trailer
self-contained skirted, in
sulated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa- tic) privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
MUST sell 14•70 3br
1 batro_19,85 mobile
-home Unfurnished avail
able immediately Asking
$10200. but wtll consider
any offer 759 1552 before
8pm

2 BEDROON
past Graves
121N Stovi
Deposit and
quired No
489-2440,is
2BR gas beta
1615 Hamilt
Coleman RE

"'sEM ‘10DELS” our
$198.00 per mo 0 C sale
continues through March
Keith Baker Manes liss-y 791.
Paris, 1 N 644 0012,
I lson 5 31 35615

KEN'

s,\T TO TRADE? We
need u seft homes lop dollar
paid for your used homes
Keith Baker liornes Hwy 791-.
Paris.
1

15

2BR 2 b.
pliances
microwave
wood Dr
availabl
753-2905
2BR hous
ment ne
753 4109

PRIVATE Investigator
ORDER the spa designed
C B A Confidential Invest)for you Murray' Hot Tubs .
gations Southside Shop115 S 13th St
ping Center. Suite. 4102,
Murray 753 2641
SIZE 10 prom dress $70
759 1480
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer fix sales serSUNTAN booth 753 3488
„vice supplies parts and
TWO lovely prom dresses
rental units Local comSize 8 One whiteblack
pany Call 1 800-24-8 4319
one emerald greer soo, r
WANT a faster refund?
753 0665 after 5pm
Why pay more for electronic filing? Our prices
155
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
Appliances
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425
30in ELECTRIC stove and
2.0cci ft refrigerator Both
for $250 Phone 753-7777
Mobile
KENMORE washer $150
Homes For Sale
-7539491
12x65 2tr with double lot
REMODELING Sale Tap- 474 0124
pan built-in dishwasher.
GE, built-in oven stove 1978 14%70 Fleetwood 2br
2-bath with applianceshood and vent All green
753 9674
All wort( Will sell cheap
753-5387 after 5pm
1987 MOBILE home 2BR.
2 bath Litany room central
H A Will rent lot $50 mo
753-6633

rental saes

WILL babysit in my home
full time days References
759 4490

tis

TANNING beds for sale
Wolff and others New and
used Sale, sertvice and
supplies Financing avail
able Suntanning Unlimited
753-9274

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES P.ANCBURN'S('AD N IS BACK
1% MURRAY. CharTe',
Safe-T Pharmacy

Now accepting appi,icanons to' full-tine
DC 5•10•1
c'ude

1BR upsi
stove and
shed 7
5 30pm

LAWN chairs of unusua
wooden design Also snake
bone earrings 759 4401 to
order

KENWOOD home stere6 7
component system Multiple CD player, 155 wars
per channel. Cerwin Vega
speakers $1800 OBO
Serious inquiries only Call
Karen 762 6831 8 4pm

Jr. Food
Mart

1BR du;
759-1390

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753 3633

FORMALS
pink size 7
$25 blue size 9 $35 white
with pink trim size 11 12
slip $10 759-1322
$25

Apply in person

1 8. 2BR
east of too
before 8p

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

'EXTRA INCOME. '91"
•M•••••1411191=1=11=1•11•9•9•1•11=9
NOM iM M IMM I=•=1,I=I= MP MIMI
Wrapping Novelty Gift 1981 HONDA Odyssey
GNOMON=In MN I=I=I==an 11•9
9..
•••••• •••• .....
.
..
..•
Items Earn $200 $500 good condition with new
9
IMO
Weekly Send a stamped rear tires 1511 AC disc
FACE BRICK ..
.
••
..ii•
im
WIN
•
Prices Slisri 41 ism
mu.. Self addressed envelope
harrow dual wheels excelim
to B&B Mailing Service PO lent condition 492 8425
mi
•
::;
6
Box 601532 Miami FLorida
$, 1 .Elil.: %I .t
an
•
BABY bed mattress
...
33160
•
N(A% L & ....
_
sheets bumper pads
•
SON INC.
...
••••• LANDSCAPING an. awn dressing table swing
•
...iii
mi Martin, TS sr-viza ISM
•care
backpack, stroller, playpen
=A
=
INIIII
11.1111MOMIMMin•=1-111901••ININII•
°of%
ik
r
759 1361 after 5pm
==1111119ED•04110 i•Mil GM 11911•MI En OaIn
11=1111•91MMMMMIIIIIIMIMIIMII=111
• %dr"'
•ered
EASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10% off on doll
furniture Discounts good
month of March Wood
NOTICE TO
Looking for de- the
N Crafts Cuba Road May
BIDDERS
pendable, friendly field, Ky 247 5936

iNSTRuCTiON

•-•

210
Went
To Buy

Node*

now does fiberg
lass nail exttn
sions and nail
strengthening.

,910:0

02n

A total ol

tracts: twc

644 0012.

81Xi 513 3561s

;

KENT? When you can
hay a 1991 2hr for only
$137.00 per mo Keith Baker
Horne' Hwy 7911 Pans, IN
644-)t2, 1 800 533 3568

Highway
easemen'
River Err
good for z

place for
Subdivisir
miles trot

200
Mobile
Homes For Rent

James

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking Ms
tance to college 753 5209
TRAILER for rent No pets
Northwind Mobile Home
Park 753 9866

HEALT
We repres
to give yo
efits. and

4 CAR shop with office Call
753 4509

MAJOR M1
1NSURANC

NEW 2 bay shop with office
and compressor $275mo
753 3678

MEDICARE
NURSING

complex
OFFICE
1600sq tt Central heavair
ample parking security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753 3372

CANCER II
ACCIDENT
'LIFE INSU
ANNUME5

SHOP on Andrus Dr
759 4782 days or
489 2255 nights

Please call
the above
already ft:.
we appret

310

McCon

Want
To Rent
WANT to rent a trailer lot on
Murray or close by
753 0665 after 5pm

Hopki
711
"Ou

•
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Apartments
For Rent
1 & 2BR apartments 3mi
east of town Call 753 8848
before 8pm
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190

2 story 3br 2 bath, nice
dean house $425/mo gas
central heat Cloe to college on ,•Farmer Ave
753 7634 before 10am or
after 4pm

6 ACRES on S 4th St
Murray Nice home big
street frontage potential
unlimited $79,500 Terms
759-1922, owner

3BR 14 bath brick Panor
ama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339

,
'
1'

•

520
Used
Care

Boats
I Motors

1980 BUICK Clean, high
mileage $1600, 753-6429

2211 O'DAY sailboat Days
75 3 - 9 9 9 8 •
nights
436-2902

530
-Services
Offered
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

T C Dinh Repair and MainI will break and disc gar
dens bushhog and any tenance Plumbing and
1BR duplex $175/mo
type of blade work For info Electrical Cleaning
3BR 2 bath brick Extra 1983 CUTLASS Brougham
759-1390 ask for Dana
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
with air, ps/pb, Olt, GRASS. CHEROKEE
call 492 8722
nice Price reduced
V bottom
Street 753-6111 office
wire wheels. AM/FM cas- 14ft aluminum
1BR upstairs apartment
COMMERCIAL building
fishing boat BUILDER, new homes, MAGS Errand Service of759-1751
753-06
sette, blue Very sharp. with 1964
06 after 5pm
stove and refrigerator furn- LYNN Grove cedar house 2800sq ft next to golf
fers
housesittng grocery
Johnson 30hp, garages additions, remodEVERYTHING looks new $2000 1981 Honda Acoord 1988
ished 753 6148 alter 3br 1 bath utility, electric or course on N 16th and Ut
Moody trailer Nights eling framing, decks pa- shopping postal and bank- VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
wood heat air $275/mo terback Rd 753 0521 or in this 3br, 2 bath redecor- 2 door hatchback 5 speed 436-5810
5 30pm
tios, solar green houses, ing needs etc 753-9630 Service Center, cleaningated home Located on has transmission problem
382-2882
436 2165 after 5pm
pole barns Experienced Mon Fri 8-5 References
servicing $15 most repairs
2BR 2 bath duplex Apacre lot Offered at $800080 753-1651 days,
carpentry Tripp Williams,
$35
all brands 3rd Street
DIVE
boat
Fully
equipp
pliances furnished with
ed
MR Chimney Chimney
$46 250 This includes 489-2266 nights
370
Almo Open 9-12 1 5
16' fiberglass, 75hp motor, 753-0563 after 5pm
microwave 1008A Northcleaner 492-8561
FULLY operating lakefront satellite dish antenna MLS
Livestock
1983 FAIRMONT 4 door
Mon Fri 753-0530
drive-on trailer, compres
wood Dr No pets Now
resort features 7 cottages
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
CHIM Chim Chimney
PLUMBING
& Supplies
Cream, 3 3 6 cylinder
Free esti
scx and engine 762-4219 Sweeps has
available $450'mo
owner caretaker home 32 753 1222
WILL
do mowing and lawn
10% senior citi- mates •Afford
Auto, pfi/pb, am, good dean evenings
able rate
753-2905
zen discounts We sell chimONE yearling purebred slip boat dock and 6 2acres
work 753-8908
Same day service All work
NICE
car
$1200
3br
cabin
See
on
at
lake,
Danny
big
s
simmental Bull (extra nice) of prime lakefront MLS
ney caps and screens
guaranteed 753-4200
Gas Mart 618 S 4th or call MONARK 14ft fishing
WILL do plumbing All guar$1000 Also one yearling 2967 Contact Kopperud lot A bargain at $29,900
boat, 3 high seats, live well, 435-4191
2BR house or 2br apart753-40
Call
753-95
64
anteed 435-4169
86
after
before
5pm
6pm
purebred simmental Heifer Realty 753-1222
PLUMB
ING
repairm
Hummin
an with
gbird depth finder, CONTRACTOR
ment near downtown
753-0292 after 5pm
Portable same day service
$6 50 489 2998 or
gas tank & battery 20HP building
Call WILL do yard work and odd
753 4109
KOPPERUD REALTY of
s,
pole
barns.
gen1983
FORD
489-2704 after 5pm
Mustan
g PS/ Johnson with electric start
436-5255
jobs of any kind No job too
lets a complete range of PRICE reduced 2br brick
eral
home
improv
ements
PB,
new
timing
chain, new Trailer., excellent condition
DUPLEX apartment in
large rooms remodeled
small 759-4401
Real Estate services with a
Quality
work
ROCKY
for
COLSO
less
CusN
Home
heater core $2000 OBO
quiet residential area near
with rollers and lights
tomer satisfaction guaran- Repair Roofing siding
wide selection of quality Stain Master carpet low Call betwee
WILL mow yards Reasonn 5pm and 901-232-8628
University 2br appliances
ublities Coleman RE
homes
teed Free estimates L E
painting plumbing con- able rates Free estimates
all prices
8pm 753-5217
$275 mo Call 753 8096 or
753-1222 toll free 753 9898
William
s 489-2663
crete Free estimates Call No job to large or to small
"ONLY six months old
753 2633
1 800 251 -HOME Ext
WATERFRONT Ky Lake 1984 CUTLASS 2 door
474-2307
1989 Astro 15h fiberglas
474 2300
2BR duplex in Northwood
subdivision 4br 2 bath, $2000 759-1449.
AKC Golden Retriever pup- 711L
bass boat with 60hp MerROGER
CUNNI
Hudson
NGHAM
rock
haulS
Heating
YARD work 'mowing and
Appliances furnished
covered deck 354 6006
pies $150 shots &
cury Trailer, trolling motor,
1987 DODGE Daytona
arid Cooling Service Com- ing gravel, sand, dirt, drive
painting Free estimates
$285 mo 759 4406
wormed
depth finder Sold new for
Loaded, T-top, low miles
PROPERTY for sale Lo
plete service on all central way rock 753-4545
753-8463 after 3 30pm
901 644 1850
$9800 in June of 1990 1
HOMESELLERS 753-6675
cated in Coles Camp2BR upstairs apartment
cooling all makes and 753-6763, 759-1823
only
$6900
Call
753-61
16
Water furnished After 5pm AKC Registered Boxer ground Penny and Ktrksey
REALTY
1987 GRAY Olds 98 4 or can be seen at Happy models Call Gary at SUREWAY Tree & Stump
community Small acreage
753 0087
759-4754
puppies 901-587 2491
753-0375
door, lots of extras Extra Holiday Travel
Removal Insured with full
or mini farm Call 489 2161
1901
N.
clean
12Ih
After
`st
6pm,
LARGE 2br, w d hook up
LICENSED for electric, line of equipment including
AKC Registered Siberian atter 6prn
753-8998
garage mini blinds 1602 Husky female 14mo old
gas, refrigeration Installa- 6011 aerial trucks and brush FREE puppy 12wks Bea510
HOME IN
Has shots
Main $275 Coleman RE Unable to keep Beautiful AUCTION your real estate
tion and repair Free esti- chipper To assure a safer gle mix
I.M00 $39,900
Services
lid
1987 RED Pontiac Sunbird
753-8766
rathh ocer I elkIC Nli
753 9898
operati
lower
mates
at
on
animal $75 753-0869 be- property to settle your es
coma
753-72
03
Offered
G T 4 cylinder automatic.
‘....Armatde VA loan
Man
tate Can Wilson Real Espetitive cost- Free esti- SIX Labrador puppies
tween 589pm
features SV0.91-X.) 7C1OSIO
Very sharp $5200
and
3BR duplex 753'9400,
Al A -Firewood now taking EXPERIENCED painter - mates without obligation
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
mother 753 3063 after
753-37
04
435-4214
paperhanging wall cover- Day or
BLACK Lab puppies 6 Wilson 753 5086
pre-fall
orders
5
rick
$100
nite 753 5484
or Dan
4 30pm
RI-Si' LOTS IN TOWN!
weeks old Full blooded No Miller 435-4144
1988 THUNDERBIRD for 1st 50 callers Previous ings, furniture refinishing
fAl
touch150
papers
up
blendin
and
custom
$35 753-6268
g
ers eligible
I it aneSellem. 7R341375
turbo coupe Great shape
38R family room fireplace
only For information call 436-5002
all the extras 49xxx miles
living and dining room
COCK-iviNEK WANTS OFFER! Phone 527-37
492-8254
62
Central H A.stove and reFENCE sales at Sears
I tante home in good shape
61°^`SOiduPtereds
frigerator. No pets
• outbuilding on 300' dee
Al TREE Service Stump now Call Sears 753-2310
$40
1988
Z24
Cavalie
r
6
cylinlot S7t. StSt 5I7 S. 4th Si
492-8634
for free estimate for your
der, black, excellent condi- removal, spraying, hauling
mil 751-037S
HAVE an obedient well
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CAEUNETS
needs
yard
work
and
mowing
tion
Low
miles,
cruise,
A BRAND new brick du
tilt
mannered safe dog You LAKE lot for sale Jonathan
CUSTOM WOODW0RK1NG
Free
estimat
es
753-09
06
'AVE
sunroof
11101.1S
, pw/pl. Luggage
A.MDS WI
plex 2br ac gas heat, all train classes or we train
Creek area $8900
GENERAL Repair plumbAll Types Of:
110MESELLERS. CALL, FOR
after 5pm, 759-9816
rack, aluminum wheels
appliances No pets
ing, roofing tree work
Professional certified train- 7536116
;DErAiLs 1534315
Cust
Woodworking
om
753-04
95
$8500 753-9916 after
753-7688 or 759 4703 ers serving Murray for over
436-2642
LOT in lakefront subdivi5pm
The
New
Revolu
nights
12 years 436 2858
tion
A B Masonary brick block
sion Access to three boat
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
In Real Estate
and stone Will do any type GUTTE
1989 FORD Escort LX
EFFICIENCY apartment REGISTERED Lab pup- ramps beach, camp
RING By Sears
•Drop 6y 8. see our showroom
of
large
or
small
lobs
GuarAuto.
4 door 753-6633
Sears residential and com
for rent in lakefront house in pies 4 black 435 4481, ground, and swimming
4D9 SLABL.AY-MURRAY (Benocr Bunny
Broad)
antee
qualit
y
work
470
merdal continuous gutters
Panorama Shores Fire- 759-1958
pool $3000 Financing
7S3-5940
I.
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4 489-2982 anytime
installe
place with insert Apd
available 753-5541,
for
your specificadoor sedan Maroon, excel‘101.1161116.• ‘111.111.
'
---4411,
Motorcycles
pliances furnished Year Peg's Dog Grooming
lent condition Low mileage ALPHA Builders - Carpen- tions Call Sears 753-2310
LOT on the lake Water
753-29
15
for
free
estimat
lease deposit: references
try,
e
remodel
ing,
porches
,
1987 HONDA 250R $6800 Negotiable Call
septic tank field tile
required
roofing, concrete, drive- G W CONST
No pets
electric pole Ready to 4-wheeler Ridden very Mike or Andrea 753-3311
RUCTION
410
436-2484
ways,
painting, mainte- Gerald Walter
hook-up to camper trailer little Lots of extras Dick 1990 GEO
s roofing
Public
Pram
Factory nance, etc Free estimates
Lepek tires 2 new sets of
painting vinyl siding all
or house 753 4060
warranty Sell for payoff 489-2303
Sal.
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
wheels and tires Excellent
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
kinds of remodeling Phone
After 5pm, 753-8099
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
central H A appliances TRUCKLOAD Grocery LOTS for sale Gatesborb condition $1800 435-4004
489-2267
ANY remodeling building
microwaves, dishwashers - gas& electric ranges
area 753 0800 759 4577
after 6pm or before 9am
honished Very clean Col Auction Friday March 8th
86 ELDORADO Britz
painting & roofing Free es
HADAWAY Construction
Murray Auction House 810
eman RE 753 9898
Sharp car Loaded 56.000 timates References
1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
Factory Authorized Repairs For.
Home remodeling paintSycamore St Murray Ky
miles 753-1873
435-4632
500 Very good condition
MURRAY Manor Limited
ing, wallpaper carpentry
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
Lots of extras Serious in- CAR Stereo Installation APPLIANCE
now accepting applications
REPAIRS floor covering No lob too
for HUD 236 acts lbr min
quiries only 753-7072
`All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-0113. Sunsei Boulevard Factory trained by 3 wiator small 753-4251
7arn-5prn Mon-Fri Ask for Music Murray's Alpine Car manufacturers
$150, max $202 2br, min
Most parts HAULING yard work tree
$176 max $237 Based on
Riche
Audio Specialist, Dixieland in stock, on my truck All
removal mowing Free es
your income Equal OpporCenter,
I block from MSU work and parts warranted
1988 YAMAHA Banshee
timates 759-1683
tunity Housing Apply at
Fri., Sat., Sun.
dorms.
Ask
No city taxes!
for Andy at The ApExcellent condition $2003
office 9 12 or 1 3pm Mon INSULATION Blown In By
8-5 p.m.
753-7122
9 miles from Murray
SHARP '87 Pontiac Bonne- pliance Works 753-2455
Fri
Sears TVA approved
641 S. 2 mi. from city
ville SE Black, loaded
at Kirksey. New 2APPLIANCE SERVICE Save on those high heating
NEW 2br duplex ApSunroof, high mileage, exlimits. Murray Anstory home. 3 bedKenmore, Westinghouse, and cooling bills Call Sears
pliances energy efficient
cellent
conditi
on.
Call
tenna Dish
Whirlpool 30 years experi- 753-2310 for free estimate
room. 3 bath. study,
owner occupied 1821
753-9457
ence. Bobby Hopper,
Microwaves, tv's. furfamily room, living
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
KITCHEN CABINET RE436-9348
MATHIS Transmission and
niture, collectibles,
room. kitchen/dining
MODELING with wood
TAKING applications for
Automotive Service 624 N
SOO
BACKHOE Service - ROY grain formica all colors
antiques,
room combination.
various
section 8 rent subsidized
4th St 753-6.374
HILL Junior Thorn opera- Free estimates Wulff's ReUsed
other items
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedconcrete
double
Trude
tor 30 years experience
NEW and used tires Key
covery. Murray 436-5560
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
driveway. 2 car gar-., Auto Parts Hwy
.Warnp,-Callourav Count), Hospital, a leader in
Septic system, drive-ways,
121S
Hardin, Ky or calf
1978 DODGE Ram CharA LICENSED electrical
'age. Many more exprowling qua/in healthcare in Western
hauling
753
,
5500
foundat
ions
etc
502-437-4113 EHO
ger 4x4 $1750 OBO
contractor JAMES C GAL
_1(tguucti.%. and Nrirthwesi Tennessee announcec
759-46
64
tras. Will consider
436-2701
LIMORE ELECTRIC Comthe (ollou.inak fob opening.s
any reasonable bid.
BILL Travis trucking for mercial and residential fast.
1978
JEEP
340
--CJ7.
57,000 gravel, dirt,
Don't
burn
out
489-2126 or
fill sand and courteous and efficient seroriginal miles. Hardtop, exHouses
white rock 474-2779
your computer
vice 759-1835
489-2387
cellent condition. $3000.
For Rant
Bio-Medical Technician
syste
m
on
753-200
your
1.
Associate decree in electrical engine
Sat..
March ?lh
2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
ering or
.car by inexperequivalent
8:00-12:00'
1100sq ft 3bri1 bath Gar
1979 CHEVROLET low mipast Graves Co line. Hwy
knowledge/experience reienced installers.
leage, dean, loaded. Most
age. 2 blocks from univer
quired.
121N Stove-refrigerator
2008 Brookhaven
sity Mid $40s 753-1404
Have
sell
it
753-394
Deposit and references reinstal
2.
led
Cash Only
753-6128
quired No pets $275
Over 20 Years Experience
by professionals.
1979 CHEVROLET CusClothes only -girls
489-2440,leave message
•Free
Also
Estima
tes
servic
•insurance Jobs Welcome
tom
e
Deluxe
2106
on
South
Main
farm
Ben
truck.
4-14 boys large
19113 Ford Ranger XL. CutFor details contact:
ton,Ky 6 rooms 1 bath new
VCR's
28R gas heat, appliances
Work
,
car
Guaranteed
8z
men large. ladies MURRAY
lass Cruiser '87 station waFerstinnel lit-pt
siding new triple pane cer
1615 Hamilton $275'mo
home
All
Foreign
stereo
& Domestic
s.
med & large
gon 753-8331.
_4502)762-1106
Coleman RE 753 9898
tie windows insulated
CAL
LOWAY
All
Frame
Work
doors with lead glass 6
1979""sylind
A
5% Off All Parts In Month of March
er,
COUNTY
shade trees fenced in
pant
backyard 2 decks asphalt
9°°d
so
s
Hours: 8:00-5:00 M-F
fob
HOSPITAL
.
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
driveway carport and gar
RI.
8,
222
Box 1307, Hwy. 121 South
S.
12th
St.
1979
FORD
age
aiot
F150
inside
of
4x4.
and
Call
out
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smalle
'Poplar'
,tree! • \lurra,
„Murray, KY 42071
. kentut.k‘ 42071
r
753-5865
Phone 753-4547
after 4pm 474-2789
side storage A real bargain
tracts: two 45 acre tracts on the south side
of
at $39 500 753 6394 beHighway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA
1982 CHEVY pickup 1 ton,
fore 5pm after 527 1116
flatbed, 4 speed, 16xxx
easement to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood
miles 437-4456
2BR brick 1 car garage
River Embayment. The property would
be
newty remodeled
good for any type development or the perfect
1989 SILVERADO Dark
753 6633
place for your lake home Near Panor
blue, low miles. sharp
ama
1969 OLDS 98 New roof
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course. only seven
753-7387
2BR with appliances, ceil- new seat covers
powe
miles from Murray
ing fan, carport, fenced windows
less than
yard, outbuilding Priced in 100,000 miles
510
Call
$20's Coleman .RE 753-1913 after
5pm
753•9898
Campers
1973 CADILLAC Sedan
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
1974
21'
PROWLER camDeVille All options good
Wingo - 376-2222
backyard Low utilities and condition 1975
per with air. awning Good
Trans
Am
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
priced in $305 Call 455H0 auto
condition 492-8263
759 1054
753-4801
753 9531
FOR sale or trade 11A ft
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
1977 BUICK 2 door, V-6, self-contained cabover
new carpet paint and wail
only 59,300 miles, excel- pickup truck camper Good
paper Fireplace with in
$1200
lent gas mileage body and condition
sect 2 car garage large inside
435-4397
$875 759-1922
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell 1977 VOLKSWAGON 23ft Holadar Clean, rear
Rabbit runs terrific Great bath, tandom axle 1 owner
We represent several top rated companies
al- $72 500 759 1233
753-6116
on
gas Blue. 49xxx miles
to give you the best possible rates, ben4 BEDROOM 2 bath brick
$200 OBO 759 9728
efits, and service.
vete Can be used as
520
1978 BUICK Regal Good
single family or duplex
MAJOR MEDICAL
Bala
Central heatair Hwy 121 in motor. new Ores $850 Call
& Motors
INSURANCE
4 cawanies
753
5292
Stella Private well 3 kinds
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
1988 OZARK Crappie
7 companies
of heat Possible owner ti
1979 COUGAR XR7, Cruiser 20ft 9Chp Johnnancing
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
$ 3 9 500
loaded white, excellent son
$7250 080
489 2595
CANCER INSURANCE
condition 753-0548
436-2701
3 companies
ATTRACTIVE 3br 2 bath
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
home with central heat air
'LIFE INSURANCE
Nice location on quiet rose
5 companies
dential street Owner trans
ANNUITIES
4 companies
ferred and anxious to sell'
Please call us the next time you need any of
Mid $50's MLS 2804 Con
the above Insurance. Over 2,000 people
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
already have their Insurance with us and
BEAUTIFUL COLONItL!
we appreciate their business.
COZY country 2 3 bedThree bedroom, 2 bath home in Martin
Heights.
room home Recently re
Andersen windows,oak cabinets, gas heat
and many
modeled and redecorated
extras. 813 square feet upstairs is excellent
storage,
New central heatair Prophut•ready to he finished if extra rooms are
753-4199
needed.
erty includes 5 wooded
5129,900.
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
acres Offered at a bargain
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
price $37.500 MLS 2709
"Our 29th year of service"
Contact Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.
753 1222
753-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR

Gigantic
Yard Sale

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Yard
Sale

CUSTOM
AUTO BODY

World of
Sound

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

.
4..11

L.._•

For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

McConnell Insurance Agency

Kopperud Realty
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Dockery receives national honor

OBITUARIES

A summer job along with a perfect academic, record, have helped
bring national recognition to Maronda Dockery, a senior at Murray
Kenneth DeWayne:Roach, 31. of Murray: half sister, Rita RichardState University.
(larksville. Ind., formerly of Mur- son, Rt. 1, Melber.
The 21 year-old student received
r.*. died this morning at a hospital
- Also surviving are his grandMrs. Dixie Mae Courtney. 91.
honorable mention recognition in
Louisyille.
mothers, Mrs. Lucy Roach, MurRi I. Fancy Farm, Beulah cornthe 1991 All-VSA _College
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. ray, and Mrs. Pen= Ligiterilaymunity-,- died Thursday at 5:30 p.m. Academic Team competition
by
Baftarti Lynn Roach; two daught- field; six nieces; three nephews.
at Western Baptist Hospital. USA Today.
eis., Heather_Dawn Roach, Murray, several aunts and uncles.
Paducah. Dockery said, the focus of the
-and Melody June Roach. ClarksvilHer husband, E.S. (Pat) Court- competition was -a project comHe ias preceded in death by his
le, Ind.: one son, Kenneth Paul
ney. preceded her in death. She pleted during a college career.
r-grandfathers. Olis 0. Roach and
Roa n, Murray. his parents, Mr.:
was the daughter of the late Taylor "What they suggest is telling someHerman Chapman.
and Mrs. Kenneth Wayne Roach.
Burgess and Ida Burgess.
thing you have done individually. I
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
R:. 2. Murray: one sister, Karen
Survivors are four daughters, described the fact that I wrote ads
of
funcharge
Murray
will
be
in
Denise Cloyor. Rt. 8. Murray; one of
Mrs. Nettie Whitt. Symsonia, Mrs. that were accepted by clients,
brother. Kciin Alan Roach. Rt. 3. eral and burial arrangements.
Juanita .Bogle, Milburn. Mrs. Patsy which meant -that 'I could do the
Breuer. Mayfield. and Mrs. Dodie. work of professionals in the field
Gholson. Cobat, Ark.; five sons. . 'already," she said.
James E Courtney,- Fancy Farm,
:Allen Lee and Gena Rence.Michelt!, de rites - for MOnika
Dockery worked as an intern at
Billy Courtney and Donald Court- Robert Farmer Communications in
li
Lee.
two
sisters.
lance
Lee
and
12
noon
today at
Brittany Lee, and one brother. ney. Beulah. Benjamin Courtney. Louisville and created several print
:Oun: Memory GarFairfield. Ohio. and Hector Court- advertisements accepted by clients
Zackery
Lee, all of Calvert .City;
Dennis Norvell
ney, Panama City, Fla. ,
her grandparents. David and
during the summer of 1990.
Also surviving are 20 grandchilFrances Lee, Paducah, Jane Lee.
Home of Murray
"It is exciting knowing that my
Florida, Sam and Sue Armstrong, dren; 27 great-grandchildren; five
of arrangements.
name was published in USA
iniant daughter, Calvert City. and Anthony Michel- great-great-grandchildren.
Today. I never thought of the
Mrs. Courtney was a member of
morning at l'. Hammond. La.; greatimplication of having my name go
Coanty Hospital. grandparents. Thomas and Ruth -Beulah Baptist Church Avhcie the- out nationwide. I think it will he ,a
funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. - plus for me when I apply ,for graLee. Indianapolis. Ind.
' 7,4:7 parents, David
The Rev. Don Farmer and the Rev.. duate school of for a job in the
Robert Johnson will officiate.
future, it will be something else for
Grandsons will serve as pallbearme to put on my resume." Dockery
for Larry Dennis
_He is surYived b.v his wife., Mrs, ers. Burial will follow, • in Beulah
said.
Sa.urday at 1 p.m. Waudine Hardin: one idaughter. Baptist Church Cemetery. A nine member panel of educa- Church. Mrs._ Phyllis Bryan. Dexter: four
Friends.may call at Brow-n--Fun---- -tors selected 20 -students for
l)r, IT. Parish will stepdaughters, Mrs. Deborah Hunt eral Dote, Mayfield. after- 5 p.m. Today's All-USA College Acadcm-'
and Ms. Tina Soliz.• Hayti. Mo.. Saturday. The body will lie in state ic Team, honoring the brightest
Mrs. Pam Heartwell. Bragg City, at the church from 1 p.m. until the undergraduate talent on thefuneral - hour on Sunday.
!Oa _Angela Dreher...Col_nation's. darripues...In addition
umbia. Mo.; one stepson. Roland
the academic team, the paper rec.._
Lucre. -Fla:: one
- --ognized _the -40_siudenis. who..made.
sister. Mrs. Shirley- Rich. Memphis.
the second and third teams and 62
who 'earned honorable mention.
,Tenn.: two brothers. Leon Hardn.
Dockery was one of three stuNewbem, Tenn.. and David Hardin.
Prices as of_ 10:00 AM
dents from Kentucky- universities
Benton, -six---graptich-il-d-Fen---._
.
-honored. 'Katrina --SchimmoclIcr of
. .----,
...
..,- 0."---------,••• •••Georgetown College w4.named to
the academic team and. Pamela
lndustFial 1 v erage ............. -12.13
..)
day al 7:50 p.m. at Lon Term
Albert of Thomas- More -College
D Grogan
Proinus ('lose :............... . 2963.3' )
a;
was an honorable mention winner.
p.m. in the Care Unit 6f Murray-Calloway
'Or Products ................... 68 '
Churdhill Funeral County 'Hospital.
42 al 42'.1
'\ T.( -Class 1
The students were selected for
iv . • 1 4
v r.v.F
h. A Walker
their outstanding blend of- scholar/
. Bank of \lurrai ... .............150B .,
Lewis will
S..-- .ors are hH
ship, initiative, creativity and lead;2•: - 'A
, B.-II hooch- •
ership,
as well as their desire to use
MI. E.
% Briggs 6. ,̀tratton
\l_rra‘
their talent to help others.
14'i ,'•( hri Orr
Dockery has maintained a pert ..,,( C.,rp ................_363
fect
4.0 point average throughout
Fonds
........
44'
.
lit
-an
uric
)
.
‘; 44
college
career, and has a douher
i
,ll,illar (,en. ttire ...10" AB 111.\
.. • one brotni.:- B C
cc,..,. s,
ble major, advertising and English.
fu...,n
Orp",.
with a minor in Spanish.
.1 ,ird
14'.. • 4 ;
7
_
R.
nrral ,11otor,
19'. - ' 4 ,\
As for a career, "I am considerAednes.4.3 . - :
, 4 i,,,c1rith
ing going to graduate school
23:.- t_A
; (...i.dr
iar
because I -.WantiO Obtain .a master's
131 • -'I I,
Lt', \I ,
degree in either English or commur,,s,. _ •. i
- bizrrsiilt Rand
nications. But what I am really
," k \tart ............. _
4,1 •
Jonn Brockman Ann Evans Bros.0,--an one
interested in first. -is working in the
so- it • I 4 •
- i‘, I iiiitie.
NIrs.
a
71 at S:.
crea:ive_department. of an advertii&Eas-. husband. R-ing
agency.'
.....
39
1 &
Energiec

Kenneth DeWayne Roach

Mrs. Dixie •
Mae Courtney

-Monika Annette Lee

Larry Dennis Hardin

Stock Market
Report

John D

1

Grogan

Maronda Dockery

. -The ',daughter of.Ron and. Mary
Dockery' of Elizabethtown, she has
three sisters Rebecca, 20: Angela.
13 and Alice, 5.
A. Dean's List student at Murray
State. Dockery is a Presidential
Scholar and honors student. Her
life at MSU is not all acaOemic,
she is editor-in-chief of the Shield
yearbook, a member, of Alpha
Delta Sigma advertising honorary.
Gamma Beta Phi leadership fraternity, Honors Program Executive
Student Council and the Ads Club.
She has..served as president: of
Omicron Delta -Kappa and presi-Principles of Safety- and Health
dent -Of The Murray Christian Fel- will he offered on March 27-28 from g
lOwship: She was a MernberoIthe
Student Alumni Asociation for two a.m. to 4 p.m._ in room 205 of Roy
-years and has been an advertising 'Steuart. Stadium .at Murray. State
sales•-•representative for -for- the
The two-day course sill strengthen
Murray State News.
the
safety and health professional's
She also- studied in Madrid,to- proirt4 effective safety
abilities
Spain for five weeks in 1988.
As an honors student. Dockery' and health programs. Subjects such as
praises the honors program at Mur- risk Management. accident investigaray' State. -I think it broadens your tion. job hazard analysis,ergonomics.
scope no matter what major you legal responsibilities, computer prog-are. By going through 'thehonors -rams and techniques of safety manprogram, you will get the best lib- agement will he covered.
eral arts education you can receiv_e .. The fee for_the course is 5325 per
at a university. You will get the person w ith group rates available. For
best, liberal arts background, hut more information about this course
you swill also he encouraged to and others offered, call the Murray'
Occupational Safety' and Health
explore the protesional ex'perien.L:
n•ng Center at (502) 762-'z385.
a7a
Nou need for V. ..atc•%.:T.

Safety!health
course offered
at Murray State

Ross Insurance Agency

..^Tr
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

John Brockman

Norffi

11c1)onalds
B Penne.
Quaker ()ats

ar-Y

4.4.

interested in," she- said.
"I got a broad scope of learning
from my honor's sequence and
through my work at the Shield. the
MSU !Yews, and the Ads Club. I
have gotten the professional experience I need in the College of Fine,
Arts and-Cornmunication_l_ think
honors classes just strengthen your
general education background and
enCoursges.you to go pn and work
on your personal interests, too,"
she said.
Dockery said she feels she has
gained much from her education at
Murray State. "I think some of the
experiences I have gotten are invaluable. The things I have done with
the Shield-, my friends and the
Murray Christian Fellowship have
all been-,importasit. Sometimes I
can get so caught up in my work
that I can lose track of what is
important," she said, "I have probably studied here more than many
other stuidents. But I could not be
satisfied with myself if I had let
my studies slide."
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HOG MARKET
Via
ederal•State M•Ii•tt eon Service March I. 1491
Kentsicis•.Parrcitsue Ares Hog Allarlte Report toe 484,01
,
Buying Stations Receipts!' Act. 450,F..st. 450 /terrors
-1;116s 1.00 OisPer -Sows 'tend? to 1.10
90
1.5 1.2 230-250 lb•
S49 50.S0
S46.0.41600
US 1-21116.230TM
.S49.04.49 co
US 2-3 230-240 lbc.

(C, 7

1.ne

•

Sows
US 1.2 290-354 lbs.
3 NA 400 list.
.15 1,

LS 2-3 300-500 lAs.
NOWA 0.13.00-37 00

.140.00-41 00
S41.00-42.50

.119 00-40 00
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Dry Eye Update:
therapy tor dry
eyes
!ear-replacement drops
+artiticia tears.) although overuse
can ca4se a toxic concentration of
Preservat:ves in the eyes. A cellulose-based solid tear replacement
-product tnickens the tear film as It
diswl_ves during the clay. Moisre-charnber glasses have plastic
sides to keep moisture in, and 'dry eye contact lenses keep the eyelid
from rubbing agiinst the eye Or
he horizon is an anti-inflammatory
drug that can be used for long
periods of time, preservative-free
artificial tears, fibronectin -(a component of. human plasma that aids
'n healing of tissue),, and the
munosuppress ve drug cyclosporine. which stimulates tear production.. --Prevention (August)

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
'We accept Blue Cross Blue Shfeld
PCS and others

•
16.
•

.7

2
for $5
" j
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza and SpaGatti Buffets

Dinner Only 5-8:13

Lunch Only 11-2
atts.

'Must present
ordering; Not _good
,..,ther special Expir, -

Two,--All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
'Must present coupon

when
ordering Not good with any
other special. Expires 31491

r

a

PICK-UP SPECIAL
Buy any Large Pizza

Get any Medium for Only

Origi_nal cr,-t - 1'p to
*Must present coupon when
ordenng. Not good with ans.
other special. Expire, 14 !.1

DELIVERY SPECIAL
Can

Be Picked

Up

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large for Only

Onginal Crust • Up to 10 items
'Must present coupon when
ordering. Not good with any
other special. Expires 3/1411

